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Editor's Note

It is unscholarly to say, "It wasn't planned this
way; it just happened!" but that is the way it was. Our
purpose in initiating' the Selected Abstracts in the begin-
ning was to offer a limited audience an idea of what was
being done in the field of infectious microbiological dis-
eases in the Soviet Union. In the course of these inves-
tigations - for the I.C.R.S. Medical Reports which had a
broader scope and for the Selected Abstracts - specialized
material began to accumulate. As a result we published in
limited offset edition Plague and Plague Control in the
Soviet Union (N.Y., I.C.R.S., 1966) and have in press at
this time. History and Incidence of Tularemia in the
Soviet Union (N.Y., I.C.R.S., 1967).

Thus, in completing the Selected Abstracts, the
monograph on Anthrax edited by E. N. Shliakhov came to cur
attention. Dr. Pollitzer, our chief investigator, judged
that some of this information should also be included. As
time went on what began as summaries grew into translations
of selected articles and these eventually into a transla-
tion of the entire monograph.

To me, then, as Editor, fell the decision to ad-
here to the original idea of summaries or to think in terms
of another monograph. The present work is the result of a
compromise. Because of the limited means at our disposal
it was decided to conclude the Selected Abstracts with
Series IV and include all the translations in Nos. 2-4 in
such a way that with the addition of the front matter those
who wished could bind the three concluding numbers in a
more permanent form for themselves. As a result there is



double pagi•ation: the continuation of Selected Abstracts
pagination including the serial numbers for the individual
articles and separate pagination at the bottom for this
Anthrax collection. It is the editor's hope that this will
not compound the confusion.

It is appropriate here to acknowledge the excellent
and painstaking work of Dr. Robert Pollitzer in preparing
the translation which required very little editing and the
patience and efficiency of Mrs. Carmela Ottaviano who typed
and retyped the manuscript. The final respons.:bility, of
course, is mine.

Walter C. Jaskievicz, S.J., Ph.D.

Institute of Contemporary
Russian Studies

Fordhan University
February 1, 1967



PREFACE

The resolutions of the Central Committee of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union and of the USSR Council of
Ministers of January 14, 1960 "Measures for Further Improvement
of Medical Service and for Protection of Public Health in the USSR"
and of January 9, 1963 "Measures for Further Development of
Biological Science and Strengthening Its Practical Applications"
put serious tasks before medical srience and practice.

The problem posed was to liquidate within the next
years a number of infectious diseases on the teeritory of our
country or markedly to decrease their incidence; anthrax was in-
clided in this list.

Owing to the researches of Soviet scientists the epi-
demiological and epizootological peculiarities of this disease have
been thoroughly investigated, means of disinfection have been de-
vised and the peculiarities of the causative organism have been
studied. A great achievement was the production of original uncap-
sulated live anthrax vaccines (STI - Ginsburg, 1942; Shuia-15 -

Kolesov, 1949).

The use of these vaccines in the farm. work of the USSR
fundamentally solved the problem of the specific prophylaxis for
animals.

The successful study of the STI vaccine on animalb
preceded its use for the purposes of specific prophylaxis in man
and, for the first time in the world, twenty years ago this vac-
cine was used in the USSR for medical purposes, At present a chem-
ical anthrax vaccine is under study.

During the last decades new efficacious therapeutic
substances (anthrax gamma-globulin, antibiotics) have been approved
in our country, new diagnostic preparations have been devised as
well as methods and means for the improvement of the laboratory
diagnosis and the identification of causative organisms.

All this resulted in a marked decrease of anthrax
morbidity - the incidence of this disease in man became fairly rare
in our country, the foundations have been laid for the full pro-
tection of man against it. A
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One of the fundamental requirements for the realization of
this difficult but meritorious task is a theoretical preparedness
of the medical and veterinary workers and their acquaintance with the
the latest achievements of the Soviet and foreign investigators in
the study of the problems of anthrax.

In answer to these tasks and in accordance with the instruc-
tioihs of the USSR Ministry of Health the present collection of arti-
cles has been prepared by the Scientific-Methodological Anthrax
Center in the Moldavian NIIEMG (Director - E.N. Shliakhov); it in-
cludes topical materials dealing with the immunology, clinique,
therapy and 1-boratory diagnosis of anthrax.

A. P. Diskaleiiko,
Di'ector, Moldavian NIIEMG
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(#85) FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE
KNOWLEDGE OF ANTHRAX

(A contribution to the centennial
of Davaine's discovery)

Professor N. N. Ginsburg
(Original pp. 4-21)

In 1863 the French Academy of Sciences published a
communication of Davaine (1,2) reporting the discovery of the
causative organism of anthrax. This discovery marked not only
the beginning of the scientifically founded fight against this
infection, the results of which became soon manifest*, but, as
Metelnikov (3) truly pointed out, exerted "a profound and many-
sided influence on the development of scientific thought on the
concepts of epidcmiology, epizootology and microbiology."

During the last century (the lore of) anthrax in man
and its epidemiology underwent certain changes., Particularly
during the last 20 years our knowledge on the causative organ-
ism of anthrax increased almost beyond recognition. The aim
of the present article is to present the results of this work,

As is known, in Tsarist Russia anthrax was one of the
most prominent diseases of man. This induced Sviatlovskii (4)
to remark in 1891 that "in Russia anthrax is constantly present.
In its way it is our national disease."

According to statistical data published by N. N. Marn
(5) during the period from 1896 to 1913, 268,000 persons fell
ill with anthrax (at an average 16,000 per year) and the leth-
ality reached 25%. The incidence of the disease among the agri-
cultural animals was many times in excess of that in man.

) As is known, already in 18JI Louis Pasteur prepared from
the anthrax hacillus the first highly effective vaccine for
agricultural animals.

-1-
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At present, notwithstanding the incomparably higher
number of agricultural animals in the Soviet Union, the frequency
of anthrax attacks is cunsiderably lower, being sporadic in
character, and in the absolute majority of cases the disease
is met with in privately owned, not vaccinated animals.

This state of affairs deserves great attention. It
shows firstly that in our country immuno-prophylaxis is the
fundamental measure in the fight against anthrax (which, in
the opinion of the present author, is not the best solution to
the problem) and secondly that highly effective vaccines are
available for this purpose.

As was to be expected, such a marked decrease of the
anthrax incidence in animals led to a decrease of the frequency
of the disease in man. Still, no direct relation exists in
this respect.

On the one hand an influence is exerted by the trans-
mutation of ant',rax from an epizootic into a sporadic infectious
disease. On the other hand two new hitherto unimportant factors
began to exert an influence. They ar the importation of raw
animal products from countries where anthrax is still present
among the agricultural animals (Iraq, Pakistan, Afghanistan, etc.)
and a revival of the contact of man with the soil due to building
activities in inhabited regions and the cultivation of virgin
territories.

Mention has to be made in this rebpect of the contact
of man with parts ofthe ground infected with anthrax spores,
such as the graves of cattle or places of slaughtering anthrax-
infected animals or simply such where, as an inheritance of pre-
revolutionary times, deaths of unrecognized anthrax-affected
animals took place.

In the first case preventive measures (ascolization [?]
of the imported raw animal products and their disinfection at the
frontier statiuns combined with obligatory vaccination of the
personnel engaged in receiv~ng and handling the products) permit
countermeasures against this new source of the irmportation of
anthrax into the USSR in a comparatively simple and, if properly
used, highly effective manner. However, the fight against the
second source of infection is incomparably more complicated.

-2-
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So far any measures taken in this connection are
fraught with great difficulties: it is still unknown how to
select with the least degree of error the points for taking
samples from the soil of places suspect for the presence of B.
anthracis; it is still not clear which method suitable for
large practice ought to be used for the most rapid demonstra-
tion of the anthrax bacilli in the samples; finally there exist
no sufficiently convincing data on simple and effective methods
of the disinfection of soils contaminated with anthrax spores
(which evidently vary under different conditions of the climate
and the soil). Still, one must Ieep in mind that, however sub-
ordinate the role of soil contamination in the epidemiology of
human anthrax might be in the USSR and however difficult the
task of dealing with this source of infection might prove, this
problem must be solved - in the first line by the scientific
research institutes.

* * * * *

At present it is quite clear that the pathogenicity
(virulence) of the anthrax bacilli is closely related to, or is
perhaps fully determined by, two factors, the capsule formation
and toxin production.

Careful and prulonged studies of the Lapsule (6-14)
have shown that, on the one hand, it impedes the phagucytosis
of the bacilli - a process taking place more actively in the
body of animals (guinea pigs) than in serum-containing media
(13); on the other hand, as shown by the results of investiga-
tions made in our laboratory to study the relations between the
anthrax bacilli and animal cells in vitro, the capsule promotes
the fixation (adherence) of the capsulated organisms to the
cells, a property practically lacking in the uncapsulated var-
iants of the anthrax baciilus (14). As will be shown later,
such capsulated bacilli, "belaguering" the cells of the animals
quickly lead to their destruction.*

*) Reported at the scientific conference of the Tarasevich State
Control Institute in 1960, at a conference in the Gamaleia
IEM, AMS, USSR and the 3rd Scientific Session of the Moldavian
Institute of Epidemiology, Microbiology and Hygiene in 1962.

-3-
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A study of the basic component of the capsule of the
anthrax bacillus - the polypeptide of glutamic acid, made with
particular care and in various respects during the last decade
(15-25) so far did not solve the problems of its specific pecu-
liarities and its possible importance for the "protective" and
"fixating" functions of the capsule.

Special mention must be made of the most important
fack that the hereditary loss of the ability of the anthrax ba-
cillus to form capsules turns virulent into avirulent and - as
has been shown later - vaccinal strains (26-33).

Reports on the toxin of the anthrax bacillus have
been made first by a group of British investigators in Portland
in 1953-1955 (34-37), They sacceeded in observing in, and iso-
lating from, the plasma of guinea pigs succumbed to anthrax a
substance which they called at fivst the "lethal factor." This
substance, administered intradermally to guinea pigs, produced
edema and, given intravenously, proved fatal for mice and guinea
pi.gs.

The authors asserted that the edema for-,ation and the
lethal effect was related to one and the same substance. Later
(1955) they called this the "anthrax toxin" and pointed to a
possible relation existing between it and the protective antigen
of the anthrax bacillus which had been obtained at that time in
vitro by the British wurk,,er Gladstone (37), They also expressed
the opinion (proved afterwards untenable) that the protective
antigen is the "toxid" form of the lethal factor, They also de-
termined the lethal doses of the toxi.n (given intravenously 0.5
kill 80% of mice and 6 ml 73% of guinea pigs), described methods
of obtaining it in vivo and of testing it. The data obtained
confirmed that the anthrax toxin was labile, becoming fully de-
stroyed when heated for 1 1/2 hours at 60 0 C and inactivated at a
pH less than 5 and above 10; it could be fractionated through
ultracentrifugation.

Anti-sera obtained from horses hyperimmunized with
capsulated as well as with uncapsulated anthrax bacilli Bay-
bridge Strain neutralized the edema-producing and lethal actions
(,' the toxin; this indicated the absence of a direct relation
,etween these factors and the capsule cf the anthrax bacillus.
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In 1958 the authors in Porton reported (38) that they
had succeeded also in obtaining the anthrax toxin in vitro
through cultivation of a virulent strain (NPA) and an attenuated
one (Baybridge-Sterne) in a medium consisting of a mixture of
serum and tryptic meat digest. The properties of this toxin
did not differ from those of toxin obtained in vivo, but the
lethal doses were somewhat higýher. The authors showed that the
toxin in the cultures was quickly destroyed by the ferment sys-
tems of the bacilli themselves after the populations of the
latter had reached a certain critical concentration. According
to the authors the addition of serum was of great importance for
the toxin formation in vitro.

A differert opinion was held by Thorn2 (39-40) who
studied the anthrax toxin together with Strange. He asserted
that serum was not necessary for the formation of the anthrax
toxin and that it acted on the one hand as a "buffer" maintain-
ing the pH level during cUltivation and on the other hand as a
"carrier" of the "toxin" passing through the filter during fil-
tration. Thorne and Strange found that the toxin was formed
when the anthrax bacillus grew on media containing instead of
native protein a compound of the amino-acids of acid casein
hydrolysate, on completely synthetic media when 10% gelatine was
added, and finally under the conditions necessary for the pro-
duction of the protective antigen. Still, the filrates of such
toxic cultures were completely atoxic and kept their protective
properties (if previously present) at titers near those origi-
nally present. The authors maintained that the filtration
through glass wool permitted to divide the "anthrax toxin" into
two components: the protective substance passing into the filtrate
and a "filter factor" becoming adsorbed to the filter from which
it could be eluated with an alkaline buffer. Separated from the
protective antigen this factor was quite atoxic, and its toxic
properties were present only in mixtures with the protective
antigen. The addition of serum to the cultures prevented the
adsorption of the toxic Pomponent to the filter. A study of
the "filter factor" with the aid of gel precipitation with an
anti-serum raised against the uncapsulated strain Baybridge
showed the presence of two lines of precipitation (different
from the line produced by the protective antigen). Therefore
the authors tried to divide the "filter facter" into its two
components. With the aid of fractionation they obtained prepara-
tions of each component. One of them was not toxic either per
se or in mixture with the protective antigen. The other was not
toxic by itself but it became toxic if mixed with the protective
antigen and thus, in the opinion of Thorne, was the toxin respon-
sible for the toxicity of the anthrax bacillus. Moreover, admin-
istration ,of this substance to rabbits produced in the latter an
innunity against anthrax; this led the authors to the postulation
that the anthrax bacillus produced at least two protective
antigens.
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In conclusion it must be noted that no apparent rela-
tion has been established between the degree of virulence of
the anthrax strains and their ability to produce the toxin (ob-
tained by the authors from avirulent (vaccinal) as well as from
vii-ulent strains) and that the mechanism of the action of the
toxin needs further study. Quite recently (1961) Stanley and
Smith (41) reported that, studying the chemistry of the first
component of the anthrax toxinthey were able to observe a
furter, third factor (a toxin which kills mice ill mixed with
the second, but not with the first factor). In their paper
these authors published details of the chemical componition of
the first component of the anthrax toxin.

The literature quoted above undoubtedly does not
render full justice to the problem of the toxic products formed
in vivo and in vitro by the anthrax bacillus in its virulent
capsulated form. This can be easily gathered from comparative
observations in our laboratory on the behavior of virulent and
vaccinal strains in tissue cultures (human fibroblasts and guinea
pig macrophages) in vitro (14,42). Both withstood well the con-
tact with vaccinal strains but degenerated and perished when in
contact with virulent (capsulated organisms).

As stated previously, at present immuno-prophylaxis
is one of the essential measures in the fight against anthrax.
Widely used in veterinary prazctice this method also begins to
be used on an ever increasing scale in medical practice. At
present oo methods have become available for the preparation
of anti-anthrax immuno-prophylactics - the use of live vaccines
and of protective antigens.

Anti-anthrax prophylaxis with live vaccines has been
known since the time of L. Pasteur. As mentioned already, anti-
anthrax prophylaxis with the specific protective antigen is a
recent achievement. Nevertheless it would be a great mistake
to claim that in view of the availability of the protective
antigen the usc of live vaccines, because considered a dangerous
as well as an antiquated methed, ought to be given up defini-
tively.

First of all it must be stated that the principles
underlying the preparation of the modern live anti-anthrax vac-
cines for man are different from those adopted in the past by

-6-
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L. Pasteur arid his distinguished successors TSenkovskii, Lange
and Eichhorn. It is known that their vaccines for agricultural
animals consisted of more or less "attenuated" variants (mutants)
of capsulated virulent forms of the anthrax bacillus.

In order to avoid untoward results following the use
if these vaccines (i. e. deaths of animals due to post-vaccinal
anthrax sepsis) it was necessary to resort as a rule to the use
of two, three or even four (USA) vaccines attenuated to a dif-
ferent degree, which were administered to the animals succes-
sively at varying intervals. In place of these undoubtedly dan-
gerous vaccines which would have been unsuitable for man, now
vaccines are available which have been prepared from hereditably
changed uncapsulated variants (mutants) of the inthrax bacillus,
i. e. forms incapable of forming capsules either in vitro or in
vivo or to infect animals with anthrax since the specific patho-
genicity (virulence) of the organisms is related to the capsule,
At the same time these variants, called "vaccinal an.hra strains$"
together with other functions determining the appearance of an
insusceptibility to anthrax in vaccinated animals, also retained
a marked ability to form in vivo that very important substance
whicl- by now has been amply studied and is known under the name
of the "protective antigen."

The first anthrax vaccine for the immunization of man,
prepared according to these principles, the STI vaccine, was re-
commended in the USSR by the author of the present article in
i942 (31), even though hereditably changed uncapsulated variants
of the anthrax bacillus were obtained and described earlier (26-
30). Moreover, an anthrax vaccine prepared from an uncapsulated
strain for the immunization of agricultural animals was first
used in South Africa (Onderstepoort Laboratory) already in 1936and,
as is known, Max Sterne (27) recommended since 1937 for the pre-
paration of such veterinary vaccines his uncapsulated variant
34 F2, which at present has become widely known and is success-
fully used abroad (England, USA).

After both careful study of the STI vaccine in all re-
spects in the present author's laboratory and approval after
massive use in different species of agricultural animals under
various geographical conditions and at different seasons, fol-
lowed by use in volunteers (N. F. Kopylov, N. N. Ginsburg et al.)
and in limited groups of people (N. N. Ginsburg, R. A. Saltykov
and A. L. Tamarin), finally in 1944-1951 the vaccine was used
for the large-scale immunization of man (A.L. Tamarin, R. A.
Saltykov, E. N. Shliakhov et al.).

-7-
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It must be remembered that this work was preceded by
a large-scale theoretical discussion, the scope of which in the
opinion of the present author went far beyond the problem of the
anthrax vaccine alone and dealt with the live bacterial vaccines
in general. The details of this discussion have been dealt with
in the materials published at that time (11, 43-49) and at pre-
sent it seems sufficient to refer only to two principal problems,
without a solution of which it would be impossible to make prac-
tical use of the STI vacci.ie. The first of these problems con-
cerns the assertions, founded on general biological concepts, of
the principal possibility of a reversion of single uncapsulated
(vaccinal) forms of the anthrax bacillus into capsulated (viru:-
lent) forms.

The advocates of such a reversion, among them the
Academician I. I. Shmalgauzen, warned against the possible dan-
ger of such reversions in the course of the practical use of
the STI vaccine for man, even though they did not directly deny
the possibility of using the vaccine under the condition of a
most strict control if each lot.

The advocates of the opposite view, among them the
author of the present article, asserted that such reversions
cannot take place even under the most favorable conditions, e.g.
in the body of the vaccinated. Besides the theoretical consid-
erations, based on general evolutionary concepts (law of the ir-
reversibility of evolution) they referred to the enormous factual
material of the results of the use of the STI vaccine in animals
which showed that even after complicated vaccinations it had
never been possible to find in the body of the vaccinated cap-
sulated (virulent) anthrax bacilli.

Attempts to decide this controversy with the aid of
experiments led to discovery uf the "phenomenon of survival"
(N. N. Ginsburg) which has found acceptance in the microbi-o--
logical literature and has been subsequently confirmed after-
wards in the case of other live vaccines (tularemia - N. N.
Ginsburg and R. A. Saltykov [461; plague- Perry [51]). In this
way it became known that the reversion of single vaccinal or-
ganisms into the original virulent form, if actually occurring
as some biologists assert, to the extent presently accepted for
the microbial populations (one individual per millions of or-
ganisms), involves no danger for the vaccinated and therefore
has no practical inportance.

-8-
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This conclusion has been confirmed at present
by the experiences of 20 years on the use of the STI vaccine
for man and agricultural animals (of which latter more than 50
million are immunized per year). From the reaction of the ani-
mals to the administration of the STI vaccine and from the re-
sults of these vaccinations studied for 20 years it is possible
to pass judgement upon the condition and behavior of the vac-
cinal strain STI-I and upon the effludcy of the vaccine prepared
from it for prophylactic and emergency immunizations - experiences
which it is fully justified to apply to man.

The use of the STI vaccine in groups of people was de-
layed by the at that time unelucidated problem of complications
met with particularly when administering the vaLcine to young
sheep and goats, specially the latter. Notwithstanding the low
percentage of these complications, they developed and could not
be disregarded. From the site of subcutaneous vaccinations a
jelly-like edema spread in the subcutaneous tissues which after-
wards led to the partial shedding of the affected tissues and
death of the animals from secondary causes. Cultivations from
the edema as a rule either remained sterile or yielded growths
of organisms not directly related to the vaccine, such as cocci,
pasteurellae, etc.

A careful study of the "complications" by the present
author showed that they were the result of a hyperergic reac-
tion of the animals to the vaccine apd were the consequence of
a disturbance of the normal physiological conditions of the ani-
mals due to different causes, e. g. exposure to a cold temper-
ature, overheating, harborage of the organisms of various infec-
tions, etc. In the light of the present knowledge on path-
ergies these complications have to be classed in the category
of para-allergic reactions with an exudative process as the
basic clinico-anatomical substrate and, in the chronic infec-
tions of the vaccinated animals, with the development of a
corresponding "microbial output" (Nicolle).

If one can give credence to the postulations of the
existence of an inapparent form of anthrax (52-54)*, some of
these complications are possibly the result of a specific
sensibilization.

*
) Asymptomatic anthrax infections have been described first in

the USSR by G. IA. Sinai in 1933.
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It has to be added that similar "coýmplications" have
never been observed in man even though the STI vaccine is ad-
ministered subcutaneously, cutaneously and in the form uf a'r-
osols (S5-59). Moreover, in the case of all these modes of
administration of the vaccine tQ man the reactivity was rather
low.

Nevertheless, the above mentioned observations on the
nature of the post-vaccinal complications met with after imimu-
nization with the STI vaccine, confirmed by experiences with
live anthrax vaccines prepared from uncapsulated mutants (Bay-
bridge-Sterne, Kulesova and ot!ers), render it advisable to be
cautious in the case of t e vaccination of physiologically im-
paired persons and to use in such cases a vaccine prepared from
the protective antigen or, considering tLe mechanism of the
post-vaccinal hypergic reactions, to administer the STI vaccine
through skin scarifications. The materials published by
American authors in April 1962 show that the vaccine prepared
from the protective antigen according to Wright cannot be recom-
mended for the above mentioned purpose.

Finally it must not be forgotten tlat from the view-
point of the post-vaccinal reactions the vaccinations with live
vaccines and with the protective antigen (P. A.) are by no
means equivalent. This can be easily seen when one analyses
the mechanism of the immunogenesis at work in these two methods
of vaccination, paying attention not only to the modern theo-
reticcl concepts but also to the practical results.

Studying the recent statements of the anglo-American
authors regarding the examination of the sera of persons vac-
cinated against anthrax with the protective antigen and of not
vaccinated controls (60-61) one must agree that the immunity
resulting from the use of the protective antigen is of an
"antitoxic type," leading to the formation of specific anti-
bodies. This means that the response to the administration of
the protective antigen develops in the animal body according to

the type of plasmocytary reactions, characteristic for the par-
enteral administration of the majority of protein antigens,
being thus accompanied by a proliferation of the plasmatic cells
and a synthesis of specific antibodies during the process of
histogenesis.

If the vaccinations with the protective antigen are
made under optimal conditions, i.e. repedted three times with
an obligatory re-vaccination after 6 months and an obligatory

-10-
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use of depots, then the reaction will not remain limited to the
regional areas but will be of a diffuse character (including
the lymphoid agglomerations remote from tVe site of administra-
tion of the vaccine). This explains the higher degree of pro-
tection conferred to animals vaccinated with the protective
antigen according to the American scheme.

Still, one must recognize at the same time that this
topography of the plasmocytic reaction to the P.A. is bound to
be less diffuse (extensive) than is the case in immunization
with live antirax vaccine because a disseminatiosi of the live
vaccinal organisms in the animal body and their persistence in
the body for a definite period has been proved, which results
in the creation of a large number of long acting foci of immu-
nization with the P.A. in the body. (As shown by investigat;ons
in our laboratory, the vaccinal strain STI-I is an excellent
producer of the P. A. in vivo as well as in vitro.) Still more
important is the fact that the immunity engendered by tie live
anthrax vaccine and its maintenance differ in principle from
the immunity produced by the protective antigen in view of the
supplementary involvement of the macrophage elements of the
reticulo-endothelial system. As a result it comes to a change
in the reactivity of this system, i. e, in the rapidity of tLe
response to the infect with the whole sum of the reactions con-
cerned: an accelerated formation and multiplication of the
macrophages, an increase of their phagocytic activity, conver-
sion of the piagocytosis into completion, appearance of forms
resistant to the specific toxic factors, etc.

Practical consetuences of chese most important pecu-
liarities of the immunogenesis in the case of the live anthrax
vaccine are a response to the administration of single doses,
the quite early appearance of the insusceptibility (which renders
the STI vaccine suitable not only for the prevention but also
for the suppression of anthrax outbreaks) and the length and
intensity of the immunity engendered (2 years in experiments on
sheep).

The above gives reason to assert that immunization
with the live anthrax vaccine produces an incomparably more ex-
tensive, one might say general, transfcrmation of the cells,
tissues and systems of the body than is the case in immunizatiun
with thE protective antigen alone and that the latter is so to
say merely a quite important and useful element of the immuniza-
tion with live vaccines (50),,
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Thus there is reason to assert that, wherever possible,
it is better to use the live vaercine instead of the protective
cntigen for inmunization against anthrax.

In view of its large-scale use for the immunization
of man it is necessary briefly to refer to the "scarification"
method of administration of the STI vaccine.

First of all attention has to be paid to the principal
aspects of the method. In contract to the subcutaneous method
where a strictly defined, easily dosable amount of live vaceinal
organisms is introduced, in the ca~e of scarification an incon-
stant and to a considerable degree accidental amount is applied
to the uppermost layer of the tissues. If, in the case of the
presence in the vaccinated of some degree of resistance to an-
thrax (as a result of previous vaccinations or a previous in-
apparent anthrax infection or finally of an increased natural
resistance to the infection) the number of organisms introduced
in this manner is not large, their elimination may result and
the vaccinations or re-vaccinations do not pr'oduce tle nec-
essary effect.

This circumstance induces us to assert that (with pos-
sible rare exceptions) the application of dny bacterial vaccine
with the aid of the scarification method cannot give 100% posi-
tive results. We are inclined to make exceptions only in the
case of vaccines prepared from microbial species capable of pen-
etrating into the cells and of multiplying there (e. g. in case
of the tularemia vaccine) (62). As shown by investigations in
our laboratory (14), except in the case of an active phagoey-
tosis the anthrax bacilli in either their virulent or their
vaccinal form do not penetrate into the cells of man; moreover,
in contact with the cells of the human ,.so'nchyma they become
destroyed with comparative ease and thus, if their numbers are
small, they may not find the conditions necessary for the de-
velopment of the vaccinal process at the site of scarification.

This is the reason why the vaccine administrations
with the aid of scarifications must be made with a sufficiently
concentrated STI vaccine, if possible twice with an interval of
two weeks and, if indicated, must be repeated every year.

In confirmation of the above mentioned considerations
it must be stated that, according to several authors who used
the anthrax allergen anthraxin of E. N. Shliakov for an assess-
ment of the efficacy of the administration of the STI vaccine
by scarification, positive results were obtained in 20-80%,
depending upon the number of vaccinations and the care taken to
administer them (58,59,63-65, etc.).
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The production of the anthrax protective antigen (66)

in vitro and of an effective vaccine from it are undoubtedly
among the most interesting and important achievements of experi-
mental microbiology in the present century.

At the beginning of World War II studies on the vac-
cine prophylaxis of anthrax were commenced in various labora-
tories of the world.

The authors went back to the forgotten work of Bail
(1904-67) on the sterile anthrax edema fluid which produced an
immunity in vaccinated animals, of Preisz (1909-68) on the an-
thracocidal substance liberated by the tissues and to the later
investigations of Okuda (1923;64), Matsumoto (1924;70), Hrusk1
(1926;71), Urbain and Rossi (1926, 1927;72-73), Stamatin and
Stamatina (1936;74), Ivanovich (1938;75-77) and others which
during a period of almost 40 years confirmed the observations
of Bail. Persistent studies were commenced to search for the
"active principle" in the edema fluid and attempts were made
to isolate and purify it and to elucidate its nature.

In France work in this direction was done by Staub
and Grabar (1943-1944;78-81) who first found two polysaccharides
in the edema fluid and then isolated these. Still, as was founbd
later, in the absence of the protein of the edema fluid these
polysaccharides were not endowed with protective properties.

In the USA at Fort Detrick (where such investigations
were made on a particularly large scale and where the scope of
the work with the anthrax bacillus exceeded all that was done
in this direction at other times and elsewhere) these problems
were studied by a group of investigators under the direction
of Cromartie (82-83), Watson (84-85) and Bloom (36-87).

The main results of the work of this group were the
isolation from the edema fluid (of rabbits) and the detailed
study of two substances: the "factor of inflammation," producing
an affection of the tissues of the experimental animals and of
the P.A., producing in the latter an immune reaction. In electro-
phoresis the P. A. migrated between the beta- and gamma-globulins.
It was destroyed by heating at 57 0 C for 30 minutes and digested
by trypsin, which pointed to its protein nature; it was not
decomposed by formol in a concentration of up to 1%, was stable
within a pH range from 5.5 to 11.0 and stable for a long time
in a lyophilized state. The immunizing properties of the P.A.
were studied in different animal species. The bee' results were
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obtained in rabbits, less satisfactory results in mice. The
authors were not able to obtain the P.A. in a purified and con-
centrated form from the edema fluid. Further work related to
the production of the P.A. in vitro by Gladstone was discon-
tinued.

Gladstone (66) reported that he had determined the
conditions under which it is possible to obtain the P.A. it,
vitro and found that this product was as active in experiments
with rabbits, sheep and monkeys as the P.A. obtained in vivo.
He reported that the conditions determining an agglomeration
of the P A. in the cultures are as follows: presence of serum
protein in the media ("non-dialysable factor") and of some
"dialysable factor" of the plasma or serum (which can be re-
placed by sodium bicarbonate)* and a pH of more than 6.5. At
the same time he showed that the production of the P.A. is not
related to the virulence or the capsule of the anthrax strains
or their ability to form spores.

In a later article (1948-88) Gladstone described an
original method of producing the P.A. in cellophane bags im-
mersed in the media under constant aeration, recorded more pre-
cise formulas for the preparation of the serum-containing media
and the necessary periods of incubation of the cultures. Using
the uncapsulated anthrax strain Baybridge as producer, the
author obtained with the aid of the method devised by him the
P.A. in a 25 times higher corcentration than :, 1946. Resort-
ing to 3 times repeated immunizations at weekly intervals he
was able to protect rabbits with a dose of 0.04 ml against 100
DCL of a spore-bearing anthrax culture. Notwithstanding the
extraordinarily intricate character of Gladstone's method, his
work solved in principle t],e problem of producing the P.A., in
vitro.

This opened the road to the production of bacilli-free
anthrax vaccines.

In 1949 Heckly and Goldwasser (39, Fort Detrick, USA)
confirmed )n the whole the statements of Gladstone but recom-
mended, because of their work, the use of .n the media instead

*J

) Receihtly (1963) Puziss and Howard showed that sodium bicar-
bonate, increasing the permeability of the producing cells,
promotes the Liberation of the P.A into the media.

i
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of whole serum the purified serum albumin, which freed the final
product (P.A.) from the ballast of other serum proteins. An im-
portant result of the wo',k of the above mentioned authors was
their conclusion tha' the .ime of agglomeration of the P.A., in
the cultures depended upon Lhe strains selected as producers of
tbe P.A.

Additional and more substantial reports on the P.A..
were published only after some years. Wright, Hedberg and
Feinberg (1931;90), Wright, Hedberg and Slein (1954;91) and
Puziss and Wright (1954;92), because of their investigations,
proposed fo-, the production of the P.A., in vitro a "protein-free"
( as they called it ) synthetic medium (Nu.528), containing
crystalline .bumin (obtained from cattle or hcrses), an ultra-
filtrate of ox blood, 17 amino-acids, adenine, guanine, uracil,
thiamine, glucose, salt, etc. -- altogether 28 separate compon-
ents. Quite close to this is found the medium 599, proposed
by Puziss and Wright (92).., Afterw'ards Wright, Puziss and
others proposed a medium with a refined content of ai:ino-acids
(No. 963) with which they were able to obtain a 4-6 times highei
yield of the protective antigen than on the medium No. 599 (114)..
They described a new, more simple and practicable method of pro-
ducing the P.A., its partial purification, its preservation
(merthiolate) and testing; finally they recommended its precipi-
tation witi, alum for t½e preparation of tie anti-anthrax vaccine.

In their subsequent publication Wright, Green and
Kanode (93) recorded the results of a study of the reactogenicity
and immunizing activity of the alum-precipitated P.A.: the reacto-
genicity was studied on guinea pigs and mice, th-' immunizing
activity on rabbits and monkeys. The animals were vaccinated
subcutaneously, the monkeys twice (with doses of 0.5 and 1.0 ml
or with 1.0 and 1.0 ml), the rabbit. 5 times.

Challenge of the animals, including the monkeys, with
a virulent anthrax culture through the respiratory routes showed
that as a result of ti e immunization there developed a reliable
and fairly long lasting immunity (persisting for one _ear in
monkeys).

The authors were the first to test the innocuousness
of the vaccine prepared from the alum-precipitated P.A. for man
by administering this subcutaneously to 55 volunteers (doses of
0.5 ml given twu or 3 times with intervals of two weeks and
with the first booster dose after 6 months) and noted that these
adminstrations led to general reactions in 0.7%, to considerable
local reactions in 2.4% and pointed to the allergic nature of
the latter.
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Almost simultaneously with the articles of Wright et
al. appeared the papers of Belton and Strange (94-95) in which
the authors described their original method of obtaining the
P.A. and of a vaccine from it: the producing strains (among theni
the vaccinal strain "Bayridgef), the nutrient media (synthetic
and casein media), the conditions and times of cultivation, the
filtration, the concentration and preservation, the lyophiliza-
tion and precipitation of the P.A. with alum and also the tests
to assess the innocuousness and immunogenicity of the proposed
vaccine for laboratory animals.

A study of the P.A. obtained by these workers showed
that it was a protein endowed with a protective action: 25 mi g
reliably protected rabbits against 250 lethal doses of virulent
anthrax spores. Still, the authors did not obtain at that time
reliable proofs for the homogeneity of the P.A. through analysis
with the aid of sedimentation. At the end of one of their pub-
lications the authors dealt with the technology of the produc-
tion of the P.A. for the large-scale manufacture of the an-
thrax vaccine.

The results of a control of the vaccine prepared in
accordance with this technology were published in 1956 by Darlow,
Belton and Henderson (96). The authors tested the vaccine on
273 persons twice immunized subcutaneously with an interval of
10 days with 1 ml doses and receiving a booster dose of the same
size after one year, and also on monkeys (Macacus rhesus) vac-
cinated twice. The authors recorded the reactions to the vac-
cination in the immunized persons (with a special code) and
determined with the aid of the method of toxin neutralization
tests in rabbits intracutaneously injected with mixtures of the
serum of the vaccinated and anthrax toxin (Belton and Henderson,
97) the level of "antibodies" in the blood of the vaccinated,
i.e. the efficacy of the vaccination. In the monkeys this was
determined directly through administration of 10-15 LD 50 doses
of the spores of a virulent anthrax strain into the respiratory
tract.

The results obtained were as follows: the reactogen-
icity of the vaccine was low (0.190 of febrile reactions, 78%
without marked local reactions); full confirmation was obtained
for the allergic (anaphylactic) character of the local reaction
which became more frequent in repeated vaccinations; the intra-
cutaneous test (in rabbits) showed that in the vaccinated per-
sons an insufficient immunological transformation had taken
place as a result of two vaccinations (at an interval of 10 days)
and that an increase of the immunological response became mani-
fest after the administration of booster doses.
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It is important to note that the authors were unable
to establish a parallelism between the manifestation of the
sensibilization following the repeated administrations of the
vaccine, or the P.A. and the toxin neutralization tests with the
sera of the vaccinated persons on rabbits, apart from a general
tendency to increased response after the administration of the
booster doses. The challenge tests in monkeys gave results per-
mitting the assertion of a high intensity of the immunity obtained
by the administration of the vaccine prepared according to the
method of Belton and Strange - all vaccinated monkeys, challenged
at different times during a year with virulent anthrax cultures
in the above mentioned doses remained healthy.

At the end of 1955 Boor and Tresselt 199), resuming
the work of Heckly and Coldwasser in order to work out a more
practical method of producing large quantities of a highly ef-
fective P.A. with a minimal sensitizing action, proposed a meth-
od of manufacture of their own (mediun. 243: serum albumin, yeast
extract, dextrose, salt; strain 15-B,"? cultivation and apparatus
for its growth, stabilization of the filtrate with formol, con-
centration with the aid of fractionation).

The authors succeeded in demonstrating firstly that
through sedimentation with ethanol at low temperatures or frac-
tionation with ammonium sulfate the yield of the P.A. becomes
4.9 times larger or, when these two methods are used in combin-
ation, 12 times larger than that obtained by Heckly and
Goldwasser and secondly that the P. A. can be characterized as
a protein similar to alpha-globulin.

To a certain degree the acme of the investigations on
the P.A. during the last decade has been reached through later
complex Anglo-American work (Porton-Fort Detrick). Making use
of Thorne and Belton's (1956;61,100) method of determining the
activity (titer) of the P.A. with the aid of gel precipitation
with anti-serum* and also the neutralization reaction for the
determination of the antibody titer in the serum of the vac-
cinated, Strange and Thorne (101) made a thorough and compre-
hensive study of the P.A. obtained with the somewhat modified
method of Belton and Strange.

) The authors noted "an excellent correlation between the P.A.
titer and its immunizing activity in rabbits."
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The results of this work were as foll.ows: Frum 9.3
liters of the original material wit' an activity of 8 units (or
rarely 10 units) per ml tLe autiors obtained through fractiona-
tion with ammonium sulfate followed by solution in a buffer 300

ml of raw antigen (AS) with an activity of 200 units per ml.
The AS gave three lines in gel precipitation.

Through subsequent purification of a more than double
portion of the AS (799 ml) tte authors succeeded in obtaining
four fractions (20 ml of each) with an activity ranging from 80
to 5,000 units per ml. From the most active fraction wh'.ch gave
two lines in gel precipitation, the autl.ors separated with the
aid of ultracentri"figation two fractions with the highest act-
ivity, each of which gave one line in gel precipitation tests:
"Cl" with an activity of 3,480 units per ml and "C2" with an
activity of 5,120 units per ml. These two fractions were
studied in greatest detail.

The nature of the maximally active fraction "C2 " has
been described by the authors thus: its solutions give positive
biuret and phenol reactions; the spectrum of ultraviolet absorp-
tion is typical for protein free from nucleic acid; after acid
hydrolysis paper chromatography shows a majority of amino-acids;
the dialyzed and lyophilized product contains 14.3% nitrogen,
0.129% prosphorus and 0.5% carbohydrate (calculated as glucose).
The preparate is most stable st a pH from 8 to 9. Serum stabi-
lizes it. The fraction "Cf" differs little from "C2" but is
less stable because it is contaminated to a higher degree with
peptidase; the authors consider it as a product of degradation
of "C2."

The immunizing dose uf the fraction "C2" for rabbits
(vaccinated five times at i`ntervals of one day with fractionated
doses) is 2.5 mg, i.e. 10 times less than that of the P.A. pre-
viously obtained by Belton and Strange, In mixture with 1%
horse serum which stabilizes it, "C2 " protects rabbits in -till
smaller doses: 0.4 mg saved 50% of the infected animals.

The yield of the most active fractions of the P.A. --
"CI" and "C2" -- calculated in units of activity according to the
method used by the authors amounted to about 25% of the initial
amount in the native filtrate,

The vaccines prepared from the P.A, with the above
described methods and precipitated with alum have been widely
investigated in the USA already for a number of years. They
were studied first on agricultural animals (sheep, pigs, cattle)
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by Schlingmann, Devlin et al. (102-103). Challenging the vac-
cinated animals with virulent cultures, the autImois confirmed
in principle the immunizing activity of the P.A. but pointed
firstly to the necessity vf repeated vaccinations for the pro-
duction of a fully solid immunity and secondly to the limited
duration of the immunity: a vaccine prepared from the P. A. and
concentrated 20 times, when used twice with an interval of one
month was found unable in tests made after 7 months to protect
five out of eight immunized animals.

In the medical practice of the USA tests with the pro-
posed vaccines are made in establishments handling raw animal
products imported from countries where anthrax is present in
agricultural animals (Iraq, Iran, Pakistan, India).

So far publications have been made of evaluations of
the vaccine of Wrig't and his co-authors in which ample use was
made of serological tests according to the method of Thorne and
Belton to demonstrate the presence of antibodies in the human
sera. It is interesting that in this way the authors were first
able to establish the possibility of inapparent anthrax infec-
tions in persons working in rooms where raw animal produrts were
handled and in the air of which anthrax spores were constantly
present in definite concentrations. As a rule vaccinations are
administered to man subcutaneously three times at intervals of
two weeks in doses of 0.5 ml. Schemes providing for a varying
number of booster doses (reinforcing doses) at longer intervals
are under study.*

The published materials (52-54, 104,105) permit to con-
clude that the initial immunization with this vaccine gave serum
titers not exceeding 1:2 and 1:4 (Thorne and Belton) and that
maximal titers equal to 1:32 and 1:64 could be obtained through
the administration of booster doses given 2-9 times. For a long
time the data assembled under these conditions did not render it
possible for the authors to come to final conclusions regarding
the efficacy of th vaccine prepared from the P. A. according to
Wright for the immunization of man. Such conclusions were re-
corded only in 1962 after the completion of tests commenced in
the USA more than four years ago (106).

*

) Quite recently (1963) tests were made in man with a P.A.
prepared by Puziss and Wright from organisms grown under
anaerobic conditions.
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These tests were made simultaneously in four factories
engaged in the processing of goat hair contaminated with anthrax
spores with an annual morbidity rate among the workers ranging
from 0.6 to 1.8 per 100 persons. Use was made of the vaccine of
Wright: P.A. percipitated with alum (0.1%9J. The P.A. consisted
of a sterile filtrate of cultures of strain R1 -NP (an uncapsulated
not proteolytic mutant of the strain Vollum) grown on the medium
No. 599.

The tests were made on 1,249 persons of whom 495 re-
ceived the vaccine, 414 a placebo (a 0.1% solution of alum) and
340 were not vaccinated. The vaccine and the placebo were ad-
ministered subcutaneou3ly into the region of the deltoid muscle,
always in a dose of 0.5 ml.

The initial vaccination consisted of three injections
given at intervals of two weeks. After the first, second and
third half-year periods booster doses were administered and
finally, one year after the last half-yearly vaccination a
seventh vaccination was made. In the group receiving the placebo
17 persons fell ill (two with the pulmonary form of anthrax with
one death and 15 with the cutaneous form); in the unvaccinated
group 6 persons fell ill (three with the pulmonary form leading
to death); in the vaccinated group 3 persons fell ill: one of
them had received the three initial vaccinations and fell ill
five months afterwards without having got a booster dose; one
had received two initial vaccinations and the third one. All
suffered from the cutaneous form of anthrax.

A statistical evaluation of these results gave the
authors reason to postulate (a) the efficacy of the vaccine used
by them for the protection against the cutaneous form of anthrax;
(b) the insufficient duration (5 months) of the immunity induced
by the initial vaccination (3 injections) and (c) related to
this the necessity of booster doses, ensuring a protection for
an additional six inonths.

Of extraordinary interest are the findings made in re-
gard to the reactivity of P.A. The number of persons showing a
heightened reaction to the vaccine grew with each new (repeated)
injection, reaching 35% of the total vaccinated after the fifth
vaccine administration including ?.8% with severe reactions.
The number of reactions was found to be lower after the sixth
and seventh vaccination.
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T1,e reactiuns were f a pr.onounced allergic character.
At the site of the vacciration one could note after 24 hours
reddening and infiltration, in more severe cases sii.ght edema.,
The reddening and infiltration which >ad in typical ca.;vs a di-
ameter of 1-2 cm, disappeared after 48 hours. In 'he case of
increased reactions the reddening and infiltration r'ad a larger
diameter (3-4 rcm) and persisted; after 4Lt hours feNer appeared.
In the case of still mere severe reactions ,, marked edema
appeared; the infiltration i.nd tile reddening reached larger di-
mensions. In three instances a widespread edema was noted from
the region of the deltoid muscle to the middle of the forearm
and in one case to the wrist with an effusion into the elbow
joint. Such are the last published data. They offer much food
for thought, primarily with regard to the imperfection of the
preparation under test.

One must postuLate that the next stage ini the fuirther
development of the preparation will be an attempt to produce a
vaccine from the P.A. which is maximally free firo.m "ballast."
In this connection consideration has to be given also to the
work of Klein et al. (115) who recoinmend that in view of the
short duration of t}e immunitv eng.endered by the P.A. the vac-
cination with the protective antigen ought to Je nombined with
the subsequent administration of live ýiccine, Such a combin-
ation permits the immunization guinea pigs, animals highly sen-
sitive in respect to their reactivity to vaccinal anthrax
strains, without any complications and increased more than
100,000,000 times their resistance to infection with virulent
anthrax cultures.

In the Soviet Union during the last years the pioduc-
tion of the P.A. for the preparation of anthrax vaccines has
attracted the attention of a number of authors - N. I.
Aleksandrov and his co-workers (107, 110), M. V. Revo and G. V.
Dunaev (108-109). The authors use for thi3 purpose the vaccinal
anthrax strain STI-l which in comparative tests always gave the
best results in respect to the production and agglomeration of
the P.A. in the culture fluids. They recommended for this pur-
pose their original medium (a milk medium witl, glucose and sodium
bicarbonate) and concentration of the P.A. with ethanol (110).

* * * * *

In the conclusion of this article it has to be noted
once more that, since so far the infected soil, that constant
natural reservoir of anthrax, is not the subject of the most in-
tent attenion of the institutions engaged in the eradication of
anthrax, inmuno-prophylaxis remains as before the most active
means of fighting this infecti:,n.
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Regrettably so far no methods have become available

permitting to verify the efficacy of anti-anthrax vaccination
in man. Its evaluation has been based on indirect evidence ob-
tained with the aid of tFe infection of laboratory animals and

4 of mass vaccination of agricultural animals. These two methods
will noPt lose their decisive importance in the future as well.
Still, at present in addition to them three methods have been
devised offering the possibility of assessing the results of
the vaccinations directly in the immunized persons. These are:
(1) the method of detecting antibodies against the protective
antigen in the serum of the vaccinated proposed by Thorne and
Belton (61) in the form of inhibition tests of the specific gel
precipitation; (2) the method of neutralization of the anthrax
toxin with the serum of the vaccinated in the skin of rabbits
according to Belton and Henderson (97); (3) the method of detect-
ing a state of specific sensibilization of the vaccinated with
the aid of the allergen anthraxin according to E. N. Shliakiov
(111-113).

At the present it would be premature to speak of the
preferability of any of these methods since no comparative tests,
indispensable for this purpose, have been made. However, now
already one may say in regard to Shliakhov's method, proposed
by him particularly for an evaluation of the cutaneous vaccin-
ation of man with the STI vaccine, that with its aid it will be
possible apparently to answer with a high degree of reliability
two questions of great importance for an assessment of this
method of vaccination: (1) whether the spores of the STI vaccine
desposited on the skin which is then scarified have penetrated
into the interior ofthe body and (2) whether the organisms have
sufficiently multiplied there t, produce the transformation nec-
essary for the production of a reaction to the specific antigenic
complex contained in the anthraxin. If this reaction is still
insufficient for a direct soli tiun of the problem of the specific
immunological state of the vaccinated, nevertheless it furnishes
an excellent answer to the pi incipal problem of the suitability
of the chosen method of vaccination (by scarification or other
methods).

These are briefly the results of the progress in the
study if anthrax during the last two decades.

In this study it was naturally not possible to deal
with other important aspects of the problem: new methods of
treating the anthrax patients; early diagnosis ,f the disease;
accelerated methods of detecting the anthrax bacillus in the en-
vironment, etc., even though recently considerable progress has
made also in these fields, particularly in the Soviet Union.
These problems deserve to be dealt with in special articles, some
of which are embodied in the present compilation.
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ANTHRAX OF MAN

(Pathogenesis. Clinique. Differential Diagnosis.
Treatment.)

Professor G. P. Rudnev
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(Original pp. 22-28)

The causative organism of anthrax can penetrate into the
body by various routes, the localization of the portal of entry be-
ing of great importance for the development of the various clinical
forms of the disease: cutaneous, pulmonary, intestinal and septicemic
which pathogenetically may be subdivided into primary and secondary
(i. e. metastatic) affections. According to the opinion of A.M.
Besredka the skin alone possesses a susceptibility for anthrax infec-
tion. According to the presently accepted views the infection is
capable of entering through the mucous membranes (of the gastro-in-
testinal tract or the respiratory passages) only in the presence of
lesions (even slight) of their integrity.

In the opinion of some authors the intestinal form develops
secondarily, metastatically, being due to an invasion Lhrough the
blood stream. Other authors propound the same view also in respect
of the pathogenesis of the pulmonary form. According to N. K.Rosenberg the appearance of this form is related to an obligatory

primary sensibilization of the epithelium of the respiratory tract
due to an inhalation of anthrax spores. A secondary septicemia is
considered as complication, possible in any clinical variant of the
disease. The primary septicemic form develops in the presence of a
massive infection, a high virulence of the causative organisms and
a simultaneous insufficiency of the protective mechanisms of the
macro-organism.
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Of great importance fur the pathogenesis of the prim-
ary pulmonary form of anthrax in man is the inhalation of dust
containing besides anthrax spores a trass of variuus prickly
small particles. This irritating admixture serves, so tc. say,
as a peculiar conductor for the penetration of the anthrax in-
fection. Consequently the theoretical conceptions expressed
in the contemporary publications on the pathogenesis of anthrax
in man speak of the undoubted importance of the introduction of
the infection by vehicles like dust, droplets and food and con-
firm (the value of) the practical system of the necessary pro-
phylactic measures.

The statements made in the literature regarding the
frequency of the various clinical forms of anthrax in man are
in agreement with the statements made above. Thus most frequent
is the cutaneous form of anthrax, observed in 95% of the cases,
whereas visceral. (internal) affections occur in 5%; 3mong the
latter the intestinal form occurs in 48%, the pulmonary form in
23%, while the other internal organs are affected in 29% (1-5).

Pathologo-anatomical findings. Autopsies show a marked hyperemia
of the organs. The blood is of

dark-red color, does not coagulate and abundantly fills the veins.
In the cavities of the heart one finds also fluid dark blood con-
taining many anthrax bacilli. The heart muscles have a dark-
brown nolor; in the lungs one finds a marked edema; the pleural
cavities also contain an abundance of sero-hemorrhagic fluid.
On the mucosa of the respiratory tract one finds characteristic
spots of hemorrhages and sometimes pustules. In the lungs one
finds consolidated parts and in places confluent conglomerations.
An affection of whole lobes of the lungs is possible. The mucosa
of the stomach and parts of the intestines is edematous with char-
acteristic hemorrhages (6). The tracheo-bronchial and mesenteric
lymph are enlarged and may also show hemorrhages. In the perito-
neal cavity one finds a serohemorhagic fluid. The spleen is of
a dark-purple color, enlarged and rich in blood. The liver and
kidneys are hyperemic. In the meninges one finds edema and hem-
orrhages. The brain substance is hyperemic; in the turbid cere-
brospinal fluid one finds an abundance of anthrax bacilli.

The incubation period lasts usually 2-3 days but may be
extended to 6-8 days or shortened to a few hours (5).
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Clinically typical for the cutaneous form of anthrax
are successively a macula, a papula, a vesicle, a pustule and an
ulcer. At the portal of entry of the infection there appears first
reddish macula which very rapidly becomes transformed into a papula
of copper-red color, sometimes with a purple tint, prominent above
the level of the skin. Local itching with a sensation of slight
burning appears and increases.

After some hours there forms in the place of the papula
a small vesicle with a diameter of 2-3 im; its contents are at
first serous, then become dark,hemorrhagic, sometimes purple-
violet (Pustula maligna) . Because of the intense itching the
patients often tear open the papula when scratching; more rarely
the pustule bursts spontaneously. There forms a scab which
darkens and increases in size (Figures I and 2).

Of diagnostic value is a characteristic efflorescence
of secondary pustules arranged in the form of peculiar "halo,"
formed as it were by pearls, round the central part occupied by
the pustule., The scab may reach considerable dimensions and
shows the appearance of a hard, often charred crust which fre-
quently shows tuberosities. Under and round the scab one sees
an infiltrate in the shape of a crimson swelling which rises
markedly above the level of the normal skin.

Moreover as a rule there forms an ecema which in some
of the patients is widely spread. The edema is most marked in
areas with a loose subcutaneous tissue, particularly on the face.
In one of our patients the edema covered besides the head (on
which the ulcer was situated in the region of the ear) in the
form of a half-cape both sides of the upper part of the shoulder
girdle. When the edematous area is struck with a percussion
hanner, one notes not rarely a vibration similar to that produc-
able in jelly (sign of Stefanskii). Particularly dangerous is
the presence of anthrax affections on the mucosa of the lip which
often indicates the developmen, of an extraordinarily marked
edema which, afterwards spreading to the upper respiratory pas-
sages, may cause asphyxia and even death. The development of a
marked edema may lead to the appearance of considerable local
necroses.
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For differential-diagnostic reasons it is important
to note that characteristic for the affected parts is anesthesia:

pressure is felt but weakly and even injections cause no pain.
This local anesthesia is of particular value for a differentia-
tion from the cutaneous forms of plague and tularemia which some-
times show a close outward resemblance to anthrax. It must be
remembered that in the case of tularemia the sensitivity of theskin is intact and that a local hyperesthesia is characteristic
for plague.

According to our observations characteristic for the
cutaneous form of anthrax is also the presence of three zones
of coloration: in the center the black scab which is surrounded
by a narrow yellowish-purulent rim and then by a wide zone of
the purple swelling. In the cutaneous form of plague we never
saw a yellowish-purulent irn. The eventual development of a
regional lymphadenitis is not rare in the cutaneous form of an-
thrax but this is less conspicuous than in plague and tularemia.
Pari passu with an increased severity of the anthrax attacks the
affections of the lymph nodes become more marked and are accom-
panied by a distinct Lymphangitis which as a rule is absent in
plague.

During the first hours of illness the general condi-
tion of the patients is still impaired (general malaise, pains
in the bones and headache); at the end of the first day or on
the second day the temperature rises considerably (to 390- 400C);
this rise of the temperature is accompanied by a deterioration
of the general state and by tachycardia. The fever remains high
for 5-6 days; in benign cases it then drops, not rarely critically;
this is accompanied by a marked improvement of the general mani-
festations as well as of the local signs. The edema gradually
decreases, the lymphadenitis and lymphangitis disappear, the scab
falls off (about the end of 2-3 weeks) and the wound thus laid
open gradually heals and becomes covered witlh epithelium, but
more often with the formation of a scar (Figure 4)

In other, specially in more severely affected patients

the process becomes worse as a result of the deve'opment of a
secondary septicemia. This is manifested by a new rise of the
temperature, repeated chills, a marked increase of the pulse rate

I
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Figure 1. Cutaneous form of anthrax on the eyelid
of the left eye (formation of scab +

acute edema).

Figure 2. Cutaneous form of anthrax on the face.
Beginning formation of the scab.
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Figure 3. Cutaneous form of anthrax on the hand.
Formation of secondary pustules and edema.

JI

I

Figure 4. Cutaneous form of anthrax (stage of healing).
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and severe headache. In a part of the patients one notes also
vomiting of blood, hematuria and and exhausting fetid diarrhoea,
the exerptions containing anthrax bacilli. Secondary pustules
and other exanthemata of a hematogenic-metastatic nature may
appear on the skin; endocarditis may be observed. The blood con- 4
tains many anthrax bacilli; a hemorrhagic syndrome becomes prom-
inent. The condition of the patient worsens progressively, lung
edema leading to the appearance of a bloody sputum appears, fol-
lowed by sopor and later by coma terminating in death. However,
sometimes the sensorium of the patients remain free up to the
end.

In some of the sufferers the skin covering the edema-
tous zone rouid the ulcer may become intensivelj hyperemic, show-
ing an appearance resembling erysipelas. However, there is no
reason to speak of a special erysipelas-like form of anthrax, as
some authors are inclined to do.

The development of the gastro-intestinal form of an-
thrax leads in some patients to the prevalence of local symptoms
on the part of the gastro-intestinal tract while in others gen-
eral signs of an intoxication are prominent. The illness begins
often suddenly with acute severe pains in the abdomen while in
the case of other patients one observes before the chills, head-
ache, giddiness, pains in the small of the back and general pro-
gressive debility. The symptoms become accompanied soon by the
vomiting of blood with bile, a sensation of tension and sharp
pains in the abdomen and afterwards by bloody diarrhea. It may
come to a paresis of the intestines, the clinical appearances
resembling those of an intestinal occlusion; sometimes such pa-
tients have been operated under a wrong diagnosis. The anthrax
affection of the intestines leads to a marked peritoneal irrita-
tion, a hemorrhagic effusion and subsequently to perforations
followed by peritonitis, For the purposes of a differential
diagnosis it is necessary to beep in mind that in some patients
the pains are located mainly below the stomach, sometimes in the
region of the appendix or of the gall bladder.

In the gastro-intestinal form of anthrax the tempera-
ture is at first for a short time subfebrile, then it rises
quickly to 39°-4uo and remains high until the terminal period
when it may become suddenly subnormal. The pulse is markedly
accelerated, arrhytmic, weak and afterwards threadlike. In the
lungs one notes signs of congestion with an abundance of moist
rales. On the skin one finds often secondary pustules and vari-
ous hemorrhagic eruptions. The duration of illness is short in
the intestinal form of anthrax and usually after 3-4 days or
sometimes even earlier the patients die with sign of an acutely
progressive heart failure. Recoveries are rare.
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The clinique of the primary pulmonary form of anthrax

is characterized by extreme severity. P-fter a short incubation
period with signs of marked depression and increasing chest I
oppression there appear rhinitis, cough, lacrimation and fever
with a temperature of 39o-40oC and severe chills. The pneumonia

which develops is more of the type of an acute lung edema.
Percussion reveals rarely foci of dullness, auscultation an
abundance of dry and particularly of moist rales including large-
bubbling rales. Coughing which becomes increasingly frequent,
soon results in the expectoration of an abundant fluid and frothy
sputum, not rarely with an admixture of blood; the sputum often
becomes coagulated, showing the appearance of raspberry jelly.
Microscopically one finds in the sputum an abundance of anthrax
bacilli. The appearance of a hemoirhagic pleural exudate is not
rare. The course of the disease is of an extremely severe char-
acter and with catastrophically increasing disturbances on the
part of the cardio-vascular system ends fatally after 2-3 days.

Characteristic for the primary septicemic form of an-
thrax is a generalization cf the process without a previous
appearance of local foci; this form develops in the case of a
slight resistance of the macro-organsim and of an extraordinary
virulence of the causative organisms invading the body in a high
dose, more frequently through the mucous membranes. The process
is characterized by a rapid and extremely severe course with an
abundance of hemorrhagic manifestations and usually with the
presence of an enormous number of anthrax bacilli in the blood
and the cerebrospinal fluid. A complex of meningeal symptoms
devcloping in some patients and producing the so-called meningeal
forml of anthrax is essentially only a complication of one of the
variants of the septicemic or any other firm of the disease.

Diagnosis. In the list of diseases of potenial differential-
diagnostic importance one must include tularemia,

glanders, plague, melioidosis, ordinary furunculosis and the
formation of carbuncles, ordinary pneumonia, sepsis, meningitis,
erysipelas, severe influenza, hemorrhagic fevers and sometimes
intestinal obstruction and even apperndicitis.

Characteristic for glanders are abscesses in the mus-
cles and arthralgia; the skin manifestations differ from the
anthrax carbuncle through their painfulness and multiplicity.
Typical for Z•iruncles and carbuncles of a banal etiology is
their local painfulness, for staphylococcal carbuncles the ex-
cretion of pus from several openings. EL'ysipelas is character-
ize.. by the presence o)f a painful swelling at the periphery of
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the zone of redness with jagged edges ("geographical map"),
local sensitivity and painfulness in the inflamed parts, and
often by a favorable course of the illness. The differentiation
of anthrax from plague and tularemia has been dealt with partly
above; however, in localities with epidemics it requires a com-
plete bacteriological investigation. $

Treatment. The modern method of treatment of all clinical fortms
of anthrax is in principle complex and carried out in

a planned consecutive manner, comprising general and partly (in
the cutaneous form) local procedures. In respect of the specific
therapy a distinction can be made of three main consecutive stages:
serotherapy, chemotherapy (salvarsan) and treat.tent with anti-
biot5.'s,

Schematically the modern therapeutic procedures in an-
thrax can be subdivided into specific and unspecific methods.
Serotherapy was undoubtedly of importance in the past and is
still of some importance. As is known, the anti-anthrax serum
exerts and antitoxic action. It is used in all forms of the
disease - the earlier, the better. After preliminary heating to
3So-37oC the serum is administered (according to Besredka) sub-
cutaneously or intramuscularly or in very serious cases partly
intravenously (in single doses of 100 ml for adults). Depending
upong the seriousness of the illness the serum administration
is continued at intervals of 1-- days until the crisis. In the
absence of medic-' anti-anthrax serum (destined for the treat-
ment of patients) it is permissible to use the analogous serum
prepared for the treatment of animals. The dosage is not
changed in this case 'jut care has to be taken not to shake the
ampuiles or flasks. The effect of serotherapy is manifested by
an improvement of the sub. ve condition of the patients and
a decrease of the manifestations of intoxication. If it is in-
dispensable to use large doses, a part of Lhe serum (40-50 ml)
is given intramuscularly or intravenously and the remaining
amount subcutaneously.

At present the use of therapeutic anti-anthrax serum
has been replaced by that of anthrax gamma-globulin which is
used prophylactically in the following doses: for children 5-8 ml,
for adolescents 12 ml and for adults 20-25 ml.

4
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For therapeutic purposes one gives doses of 30-35 ml
of this preparation after the sensitivity of the patients to its
protein has been tested. It is recommended to combine the sero-
therapy with the use of novarsenol (intravenously in an amount
of 0.01 per kg of the body weight). Though novarsenol, cannot
be considered as a specific agent for anthrax, still its bene-
ficial action has been quite clearly demonstrated (N. K.
Rosenberg, 7). Nevertheless it was difficult to render the
serious clinical forms (pulmonary, intestinal, septicemic) amen-
able to treatment and recoveries were rare in these cases.

In the modern therapy an increasingly ample use is
made of the administration of antibiotics, particularly of peni-
cillin, aureomycin (biomysin), levomycetin, etc. Since 19115 we
observed a good therapeutic action of penicillin, particularly
often if treatment was started in good time. The daily doses
of penicillin, administered intramuscularly, amounted to 500,000-
800,000 units or more, depending upon the'severity of the attacks.
It is possible to combine penicillin treatment with the adminis-
tration of anti-anthrax serum and novarsenol. Of importance is
the systematic use of symptomatic drugs among which the cardiaca
deserve special attention. Sometimes one gives the patients
anti-anthrax serum in accordance with the epidemiological indica-
tions and prophylactically in doses of 25-50 ml or more (depend-
ing upon the epidemiological and other conditions and particularly
in the case of massive infections) or one administers antibiotics.
Turning to the statements of the literature one notes the efficacy
of the treatment with penicillin, leading to a rapid disappearance
of the causative organisms from the anthrax affections, has been
dealt with in a number of publications: Marff (1944), Ellington
(1946), Mann (1947), Griffin (1948), - skov (1949) A.I. Kolobkova
(1950), Maiat (1952), Severov (1953) and others (quoted by
Rudnev, 4).

La Bocceta (4) cured 36 patients with penicillin alone,
Mann used it successfully in 25 patients, Ellington in 22 out of
26 patients and combined it with sulfidin in the other threee.
A mitigation of the toxicosis, a disapperance of the edema a drop
of the temperature took place during the first 2-3 days. Accord-
ing to La Bocceta the anthrax bacilli disappeared within 24 hours
after the commencement of the treatment in 30%, within 72 hours
in 90,%, and only in some of patients the organisms were found on
thE 7th-8th day of treatment. But the healing of the tissues
took place more slowly and in severe forms of the disease it is
better to combine penicillin treatment with the administration
of serum.
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According to the severity of the attacks one adminis-
ters penicillin usually in doses of 50,000 to 100,000 units
every . hours and gives up to 5-12 million units during the
whole course of the treatment. One may combine this therapy
with local applications to the affected parts (300,000 units of
penicillin in a 0.5% solution of novocaine).

Kindler (1952), Shanahan (1947) an.i others reported
on the cure of patients with anthrax meningitis with the aid of
a combined administration of anti-anthrax serum (500 ml), sul-
fadiazine (28.0), penicillin (4 million units intramuscularly
and 110,000 units into the cerebrospinal canal).

Boger (1953) classified the antibiotics according to
their therapeutic efficacy in a decreasing order as follows:
auereomycin, terramycin, levomycetin (chloramphenicol), pen.-
cillin, streptomycin, neomycin. According to G.P. Belikov and
his co-workers (8) penicillin used in experiments saved more
than half of anthrax-infected mice, synthomycin one fourth;
treatment with biomycin saved all mice.

Biomycin or aureomycin are given first in doses of
0.5 g every 4 hours, after improvement in the same dose every
6 hours and totally in an average dose of 8 to 16 g.

Chloramphenicol is administered in one gram doses 4
times and then in 0.5 gram doses 4 times; treatment is continued
for 1-2 weeks, altogether in an amount of 12-30 g. Clinical
improvement takes place already on the second day, the bacterio-
logical analysis becomes negative but the anthrax bacilli dis-
appear from the blood and the pustules at an average on the third
day; the scab falls off on the 10th-14th day of treatment. It
is recommended also to use locally dressings with ointments con-
taining penicillin, biomycin or aureomycin.

Terramycin is given during the first 3-4 days in a
daily dose ot 3 g (0.75 g 4 times), then in 0.5 g doses every 6
hours, the total dose given in the course of treatment (6-8 days)
amounting to 16-18 g.

At an average tie therapeutic efficacy of aureomycin,
chloramphenicol and terramycin in the treatment of anthrax is
approximately identical.
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In order to accelerate the healing of the ulcers, car-
buncles and pustules one uses locally dressings with some oint-
ment (boric, dermatol, zinc ointment or others). It is obliga-
tory to hospitalize the patients in separate rooms and to care
for them in the manner used for all seriously ill patients, as-
signing to them individual crockery, nursing implements and
robes. Patients suffering from the pulmonary, intestinal or
septicemic form of anthrax must be attended by a special per-
sonnel. Their rooms are subjected to moist disinfection (solu-
tion of sublimate 1:500 + a 3% solution of phenol). The crockery
used by the patients is kept for 5-10 minutes in boiling water
uontaining 2% of soda and is then boiled for a long time. The
dressing material used for the patients is burnt. Their sputum,
urine and stools are disinfected in loco by pouring over them a
5% solution of carbolic acid or a freshly prepared 10% solution

,. chlorinated lime left to act for 2-3 hours; ti en the material
is discharged into the canalization. Rubber gloves must be used
whenever handling the patients and special gowns must be worn.
In the case of the pulmonary form it is indicated to use goggles,
gauze face masks, etc. as worn in the case of plague.

Patients recovered from cutaneous anthrax are dis-
charged after the scabs have fallen off completely and the
ulcers have become completely covered with epithelium and ani
cicatrized. Convalescents from septicemic, pulmonary and intes-
tinal anthrax are discharged after clinical recovery and after
minimally two bacteriological examinations made at an interval
of 5 days have given negative results. (Depending upon the form
of the disease the blood, sputum, stools and urine are examined.)
Persons who have been contact with anthrax patients are kept
under medical observation for a period of 8 days starting from
the time when the contact has ended.
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ANTHRAXIN AND ITS REACTIONS

(#87) IMMUOBIOLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS WITH
PREPARATIONS OF THE ANrHRAX ALLERGEN-

ANTHRAXIN

E. N. Shliakhov
(Moldavian Institute of Epidemiology, Microbiology and Hygiene)

(Original pp. 29-80)

In the survey of N. N. Ginsburg (p. 5 [Russian text. Ed.]
have been shown the most important achievements in the study of,
the antigenic and immunogenic properties of the anthrax bacillus,
among them the biochemical and immuno-chemical peculiarities of
the antigenic fractions of variants of the organisms or of the
products of their metabolism in vivo and in vitro.

The investigations made during the last century by
Soviet and foreign authors were aimed in principle at the pro-
duction of immunogenic preparations, live vaccines or protective
antigens, indispensable for the specific protection of animals
and man. One must admit that these endeavors, in the one direc-
tion (live vaccines) as well as in the other direction (protec-
tive antigens) led to the detection of new data of theoretical
as well as of practical importance.

One cannot fail to note also another fact which at
first glance appears to be paradoxical. By this is meant that
the practical achievements leading to the production of highly
effective vaccines conferring a solid immunity considerably out-
stripped the theoretical consideration of the postvaccinal immun-
ogenesis and the development of methods for the detection of the
reactions creating the immunity in the vaccinated. Strange as
it seems, at the present tame as well as 70-80 years ago at the
time of Pasteur and TSenkovskii, verifications of the post-vac-
cinal immunity are made in animals through infection with viru-
lent anthrax bacilli and in man by taking account of che mor-
bidity among the immunized (but not necessarily "immune") persons.

The method of control infection of the immunized ani-
mals has to be evaluated in general as crude, tedious and rigid.
The necessity of following a definite regime substantially lim-
its the practical use of the method. Therefore, when any anthrax
vaccine is issued, its last guided control is made within the
establishment where the vaccine has been produced. In other
words, the practical workers receiving the vaccine use it almost
blindly, having no possibility to test its immunogenicity under
field conditions.
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The epidemiological control of the vaccination in man
is still more arbitrary and haphazard - possibly because in the
limited professional groups subjected to vaccination during the
last 20 years (and in the USA only recently) the incidence of
anthrax is very rare - apparently just because the groups have
been vaccinated.

If it is possible to assert, in analogy with the find-
ings made for instance in sheep, that the vaccinated persons are
really immune against anthrax, it is quite impossible to pass
judgement even approximately upon the intensity and duration of
the immunity or, more simply, upon its presence during a definite
period of time after the vaccination. Not less difficult is it
to ascertain whether the vaccinal organisms pen2trated into the
human body after application of the vaccine with the aid of scar-
ification or another method of extrinsic vaccine application,
whether the vaccinal organisms have multiplied in the body and
the latter has responded with the development of an immunity.

Practically this means that one cannot speak with con-
fidence of times for re-vaccination, of optimal doses for vaccin-
ation or re-vaccination or of an optimal method of vaccination
(by scarification, subcutaneous administration or with aerosols).

To put it more briefly, until recently no adequate
laboratory tests were available which permitted a judgement upon
the actual protection afforded to the vaccinated persons or ani-
mals, i. e. no theoretically sound and practically acceptable
method had been devised.

Further it must be noted that for the same reasons
it is quite impossible to make a retrospective diagnosis of an-
thrax. In the absence of immunological tests there exist also
quite limited possibilities for an objective confirmation of
doubtful or "frustrane" (including bacteriologically negative)
cases of anthrax.

Why is it that the immunity against anthrax undoubtedly
created through vaccination or a clinically manifest actack not
suppressed at the onset with antibiotics cannot be detected in
the living body with the aid of objective laboratory methods?

A fundamental explanation may be found in the charac-
ter of the anti-anthrax immunity, features of which are a scan-
tiness and a certain primitiveness of the reactions produced in
answer to spontaneous infection or vaccination. It would seem 4
that the postulation of an historical "youthfulness" of anthrax
infection (1) has found confirmation in the appearance of only
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the most primitive i¶unme reactions (2,3). According to these
statements the insusceptibility to anthrax depends to a consid-
erable degree on phagocytic reactions which, as is known since
the times of Mechnikov (4), play the leading role in the natu-
ral protection against this infection.

Side by side with the assumption of the fundamental
role of a cellulai- immunity a search has been made and is being
continued for humoral antibodies which supposedly may appear
in response to single applications of a wild anthrax strain
(spontaneous infection) or of a vaccinal strain (initial immun-
ization). Still, as will be shown below, humoral antibodies
are present in the serum to an insufficient degree, in quant-
ities extremely difficult to demonstrate, irregularly and not
in a adequate relation to the actual protection of the body.

Side by side with this it is generally known that
through repeated immunization of animals (17-25 times) one may
obtain in the case of anthrax also a highly active serum sat-
urated with antibodies which can be used practically as the pre-
cipitinose-containing component in the reaction with Ascoli's
precipitinogen. Still, this "enforced" production of antibodies
rather confirms the fundamental rule - namely the slight produc-
tion of antibodies. But this does not fully explain the peculi-
arities of the humoral anthrax antibodies and their functions.

Thus it is known that the capsule of virulent anthrax
bacilll., conditioning their fundamental pathogenic properties -
aggressiveness and invasiveness - demonstrated experimentally
well marked antigenic properties bringing about a good production
of anti-capsular antibodies. Still these have no protective
functions for the majority of susceptible organisms (with the
exception of mice).

On the other hand a search for antibodies as generally
accep-ed in the therapeutic anti-anthrax serum (passively pro-
tecting the animals injected with it) remained fruitless. This
serum, obtained thruguh hyperinnunization with virulent anthrax
strains, does not react with the homologous corpuscular antigen
or hapten (5,5).

Still, it has been further shown (see the article by
Ginsburg) that thc "therapeutic" serum is capable of neutraliz-
ing a peculiar subsvance, called "the lethal factor" by thil
authors who observed it in the plasma of guinea pigs succumbed
to anthrax and formed in the course of the growth of virullent
organisms.
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And not long ago in the growth products of virulent
as well as of attenuated (uncapsulated) anthrax strains, inocu-
lated into animals or cultivated in certain media an "anthrax
toxin" has been found which later on could be fractionated
(7-10).

Other investigations described in the literatuxe dealt
with a study of the sensitizing (anaphylactogenic and allergenic)
properties of the anthrax bacillus and its fractions.

In the twenties of the present century it has been
established that the intracutaneous or subcutaneous administra-
tion of a live or formol-killed anthrax culture to animals pro-
duces a local inflammation with a gross infiltration of the skin
(11). Somewhat later (12) the sensitizing propLrties of virulent
anthrax bacilli and their products have )een studied with the
aid of 9 times repeated daily intracutaneous administrations to normal
guinea pigs of u.1-0.2 ml of (a) a cell-free autolysate of B.
anthracis• (b) a soluble polysaccharide obtained according to
the method of Schockaert (13) and (c) suspensions of one day
old growths of attenuated anthrax bacilli.

As a result of these tests a local reaction, in the
form of a cutaneous papule, was noted only after introduction of
the product "c", the intensity of the local inflammation increas-
ing up to the administration of 6-7 injections and then decreas-
ing.

M. V. Revo (14), subcutaneously sensitizing guinea pigs
with the product cf sedimentation of a 48 hour old anthrax cul-
ture with 10%o trichloracetic acid obtained a genr-al anaphylac-
tic reaction. Still, he did not obtain such a reaction in anal-
ogous tests with lipoid and somatic polysaccharide fractions.

In 1927 Hruska (15), in order to obtain a highly active
therapeutic serum, hyperimmunized horses by the simultaneous ad-
ministration of the cell-free edematous fluid of anthrax-infected
animals and suspensions of the vegetative form of virulent an-
thrax bacilli. At the beginning of the cycle of hyperimmuniza-
tion there formed at the site of administration of the mixture
an enormous edema which, hand in hand with an increase of the
dose of virulent bacilli, gradually decreased and was not obser-
ved even after administration of enormous doses of *le microbes.
However, subcutaneously administering to the hyperimmune animals
10 ml of the sterile edematous fluid, the author noted at the
site of administration the appearanceof an edema persisting 3-5
days. This phenomenon, called by Hruska "the anthrax status,"
could not be produced through subcutaneous administration to the
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same animals of even large doses of virulent bacilli alone. The
author postulated the presence in the edematous fluid of a par-
ticular substan-e, "anthrax plasma-reagin," to which the inmiune
organism constantly responded with a typical local reaction.
This substance was thermostable, passeca bacterial filters, was
not neutralized by highly active imune sera obtained in part
with the edematous fluid and could be observed in very small
quantities in extracts of the spleen of animals succumbed to
anthrax.

One must remember also the skin tests (made by Darlow
et al. [161 in persons vaccinated and re-vaccinated with the
protective antigen in order to obtain reactions of an allergic
type. Growth iw._dia, purified antigen and alum-precipitated an-
tigen, were used as allergen.

Marked skin reactions were obtained mainly with the
purified antigen, less marked reactions with the precipitated
antigen; the media produtced no reactions.

Quantitatively expressed distinct skin reactions were
obtained in 3 out of 11 persons only after the first re-'.accination
made one year after twice repeated initial vaccinations; 2 skin
reactions were obtained in 9 persons tested after the second re-
vaccination made one year later. The other persons either did
not react or their reaction consisted of a passing tenderness at
the site of injection.

Characteristic was tha': the reactions took place in
the main immediately, only a few being of a delayed allergic
type. The authors considered the immediate reactions as mani-
festations of an idiosyncrasy against the protective antigen
in the vaccinated.

In view of the above mentioned trends and results of
investigation it is legitima ', also to pose and answer the fol-
lowing question: Have endeavors been made on this basis to de-
vise practical methods (immunity reactions) which ensure an elu-
cidation of the immunological response of the body to the admin-
istration of anthrax vaccines or permit a diagnosis of anthrax
attacks?
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In other words the intention is to deal briefly with
the materials concerning the variovis methods recommended in the
literature for the detection of the inommological reactions of
the body to natural infection or specific vaccination.

Early attention has been given to an evaluation of the
agglutination method (17-20). Apart from the fact that an in-
dispensable component of this reaction is a homogeneous susper-
sion of virulent bacilli it has been shown that the a!glutind-
tion reaction is unsuitable as a method for detecting immune
bodies. Thus the sera of normal rats, rabbits, guinea pigs and
horses agglutinate the bacilli in dilutions from 1:10 to 1:50
and normal human sera in ailutions of up tc 1:530 (20). In other
tests the agglutination titer of the serum of ii.umnized horses
did not rise in a parallel manner with an increase of the pro-
tective properties of these sera (34).

Recently Levi et al. (21) recorded promising results
of investigations of the passive hemagglutination and antibody
neutralization tests. For these the authors used anthrax pie-
cipitating serum as source of the antibodies. The question of
the use for the reactions of sera of initially vaccinated per-
sons (animals) or those from individuals recovered from anthrax
remained open.

Already in 1910 Sobernheim (17), using the comple-
ment fixation test (RCF) with therapeutic anthrax sera obtained
inconstant results.

Afterwards evidence has beexi adduced concerning the
absence of a specific activity of the majority of immune sera
Ln the RCF (22). On the one hand normal sheep sera produced
a well marked complement fixation; on the other hand extracts
of anthrax bacilli (antigens) did not react in such tests with
the sera received from various species of immune animals (17,
23, 24). No sucoess was obtained with complement fixation tests
used for the demonstration of antibocies in the s-ra of rabbits
four times immunized with the edematous fluid as well as with
the sera of control animals killed with anthra.- b3cilli (25).
Paradoxically the highest titers of the RCF were found in con-
trol tests with the sera of unprotected animals.

In 1961 were recorded the results of the use of the
RCF for the investigation of the sera of rabbits immunized with
preparations of protective antigen obtained on synthetic media
(26). The autnors were unable to obtain conplement fixation

-
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with the sera of animals recovered trcvi anthrax or inoculated
with live vaccines (controls), because the reaction of these
sera with the not protective thermoscable part of the antigen
masked the rzeactions with the thermolabile fraction. On the
contrary, scific complemenL fixation was obtained with the
sera of rabbits immunized only with the protective antigen and
in relation to the homologous antigen (antigens). Hand in hand
with this the RCF proved unsuitable if tne D-glutamin polypep-
tide and the somatic polysaccharide were used as antigens (27).

The practical value of these results was explored in
an epidemiological study by American authors (28). Studied were
the sera of noni-immunized persons in parallel tests with the
sera of individuals immunized 1-9 times with the aid of the pro-
tective antigen precipitated with alum according to the method
of Wright (29).

The sera of non-immunized as well as of once immunized
persons gave negative results in complement fixation tests. The
sera of repeatedly vaccinated persons gave positive reactions at
titers not over 1:120; at the same time negative results were
obtained in persons vaccinated 3-6 times. In this connection
the American authors preferred afterwards a more sensitive
method - gel precipitation recommended by Thorne and Belton (10).

Reference has been made already to the property of the
lethal factor (toxin) to become neutralized by the serum of ani-
mals immunized with live vaccines or the protective antigen.
The intracutaneous administration of the lethal factor alone
produced local hyperemia, infiltration and hemorrhages; after
neutralization with the serum these manifestations remained ab-
sent. On the basis of this phenomenon Belton and Henderson (30)
proposed in 1.956 a method of titration of the immune sera in
albino rabbits of a definite weight.

For the titration of the antibodies the standard toxin
was mixed in various dilutions with the serum under test in a
volume of 0.2 ml and the various mixtures were administered in-
tratutaneously to 2 rabbits. After 18-20 hours deterniination
vas made of the highest dilution which inhibited the appearance
of a toxic skin reaction. This dilution was considered as the
titer of the positive toxin neutralization test.

In experiments made according to this method tests
were made with the sera of a g'oup of monkeys inmnunized with
the protective antigen. One week after the blood samples for
the titration tests had been taken, the monkeys were infected
with 16 DCL; they survived while the controls died. Results
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are given of the titration of the serum of one monkey on 4 rab-
bi,'s. The skin reaction was inhibited only when the toxin was
mixed with undiluted serum; a serum dilution of 1:3 was already
incapable of inhibiting the toxic skin reaction.

The method of toxin inhibition was studied afterwards
in an epidemiological investigation and also in a group of mon-
keys inoculated with the protective irTigen of Belton and
Strange (31). The results obtained were as follows: 1) Of the
sera of 32 persons who a year before had been given subcutan-
eously two doses of the protective antigen of 1.25 ml each with
an interval of 10 days (cycle of primary vaccination) only one
serum inactivated the toxin; 2) of the sera of 28 people, ob-
served for 12 months after their first re-vacei.iation (made one
year after the initial vaccination) 2 scra did not give a posi-
tive reaction; 3) the sera of 20 persons tested before and im-
mediately after the first re-vaccination gave positive reactions
in 18 instances; 4) in a group of 30 people, tested after the
second yearly re-vaccination, only one serum failed to inhibit
the toxin; 5) the serum of one person gave a positive reaction
after the 4th and 5th re-vaccination; 6) in 17 instances the
serum titer of the vaccinated persons became lowered by half in
the course of 12 months.

The authors came to the conclusion that the cycle of
primary vaccinations was incapable of causing a constant produc-
tion of antibodies; re-vaccination resulted in a more definite
response but the titers became lowered by half in the course of
the following year.

In monkeys at the end of the first year after the pri-
mary vaceination the serum neutralized the toxin in a dilution
of 1:3 or at higher dilutions. After 18 months only the concen-
trated serum of the same monkeys neutrulized the toxin; 2 years
after the vaccination antibodies were absent altogether.

The tediousness of the method of toxin inhibition in
rabbits and its comparatively slight correlation with the true
degree of protection of the vaccinated animals led to a search
for other more simple and more sensitive methods of antibody
titration.

As an alternative the diffusion method of antibody
titration was recommended (10).
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For this purpose use was made of a 1% buffered agar
(pH 7.3) to which were added 0.01% sodium merthiolate, standard
antigen tfiltrate of a culture of the vaccinal strain "Baybridge,"
dilutions of which gave on agar with horse anti-serum a precipi--
tation up to a titer of 1:19.2) and various dilutions of the
serum under test.

For the titration of antibodies determinations were
made of the ability of the various dilutions of the serum tinder
test to combine in mixtures with the standard antigen (upper row
of holes) and to inhibit the appearances of lines of precipita-
tion with the standard anti-serum (lower row of holes). The
combination with the antigen was considered as a positive reac-
tit'n.

In connection with ai major outbreak of anthrax (5 at-
tacks of the pulmonary form in the course of 10 weeks) among the
workers of a factory processing goat hair in Manchester, New
Hampshire (USA), taking place at the end of 1957 (28,32), the
antibody level in different groups of the workers (persons for-
merly suffering from the cutaneous form of anthrax, those vac-
cinated with the protective antigen and those not vaccinated)
was determined with the aid of agar gel precipitation tests (10).

This method was tested in 242 not vaccinated workers
of Fort Detrick (a military center for microbiological studies
in the USA) who had had no contact with anthrax materials;
their sera did not combine with the standard antigen and the
reactions were considered as negative.

In the vaccinated and re-vaccinated persons in the
factory processing goat hair in 15 (of 33) cases positive reac-
tions were noted (with titers of 1:2 - 1:4 in the vaccinated
and t•iters of up to 1:32 in repeatedly and recently re-vaccin-
ated). In two of 11 tests positive results were obtained with
the sera of persons who had suffered from anthrax (higher titers -
up to 1:32 - were noted in persons who had been recently affected).
Still, the sera of 11 of 72 not vaccinated workers of the factory
also gave positive results.

The authors pointed out that the 18 negative reactions
observed in 33 vaccinated persons were obtained with blood
samples taken at the end of a 6 month period after re-vaccination;
they were inclined to ascribe the 11 positive reactions in 72 not
vaccinated persons to past sub-clinical infections.
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However, it remained uinexplained whiy positive sero-
logical reactions were noted only in two pe:.sons who had suf-
fered from anthrax two or more years previotsly; moreover in 4
(oat of 5) former anthrax patients 3 months after recovery no
antibodies could be detected in the sera with the aid of gel pre-
cipitation tests.

This led the authors to the general assumption of a
passing character of the "serological positivity" appearing after
anthrax infection or artifical immunization.

Evidently even the best method used by the American in-
vestigators -antibody titration with the aid of gel precipitation
tests - is not sufficiently reliable and sensiLive.

The basis for this assertion is the study by Klein et al.
(33) published in 1962. Studying the immunity levels ini guinea
pigs vaccinated separately with the protective antigen and live
vaccines or at first with the protective antigen and then with
live vaccine, these workers used an old method for the assessment
of the immunity - infection of the animals with virulent anthrax
bacilli.

The last mentioned variant of immunization (protective
antigen and then live vaccine) produced in the guinea pigs a most
marked degree of immunity, 1-100 million times exceeding that ob-
tainable with separate vaccinations.

In concluding the present survey one must remark that
the opsono-phagocytic reaction has not been worked out practically
and that the attempts to use the "?opsonic index" (20, 34) as an
indicator of the iranunobiological status of the organism in an-
thrax did not receive actual attention.

Former observers showed that the bactericidal proper-
ties of the sera animals immunized agai 1 ist anthrax differed but
little from those of the normal sera of the same species (18,23). It
is noteworthy in this connection that the normal sera of h,.rses
and rabbits (6) show a high bactericidal activity while this is
lacking entirely in the case of the normal sera of guin2_ pigs,
sheep, cattle, and dogs. The bactericidal properties , the
sera are not related to the natural resistance of the animals
against anthrax (34).
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In a study (34) it has been sh,_,n that normal rabbit
serum protects 2/3 to one half of the test mice against experi-
mental anthrax infection (inoculation of " vaccinal strain).

These observations materially lower the reliability
of tests to deternine the degree of protection afforded to the
various animal species (or m.an) %ith the aid of investigations
of the bactericidal (preventive) properties of their sera.

Only one study (36) has been published dealing with
the production of a preparation and a method with the aid of
which the alletgic state (sensitiz.ttion) to the specific an-
thrax antigen could be assessed.

This work was based on the observations made by
Hruska (15) irt regard to the sterile edematotLs fluid of animals
infected with virulent capsule-footing growths of B. anthracis
and succumbed to anthrax sepsis. The preparation was used for
intracutaneou:; tests and caused marked and in part extensive
local reactions in the shape of an allergic inflammation in an-
thrax patients and in persons who had suffered from the disease
in the past. At the same time, according to the statements of
the authors, in 35% of the eases para-allergic reactions occured.
The authors pointed also to untoward tissue-lestroying proper-
ties of the preparation which they called the "edema-created
principle." It has never been tested in vaccirnted persons.

Thus the new researches in the realm of immunity and
the elaboration of inimunological tests in vivo and in vitro
failed to furnish in the aggregate sufficiently reliable and
practically acceptable methods of investigation. This evalua-
tion refers in the first Line to the methods of toxin neutraliza-
tion in the •el precipitation tests of Thorne and Belton (10) and
of complement fixation (26). Concerning the method of toxin in-
hibition in !:he rabbit skin according to Belton and Henderson (30)
it must be noted that the data furnished by the authors themselves
leave no doubt csf the imperfection of this kind of immunological
tests, the practical use of which was given up by them.

These findings induced us to continue the investiga-
tions concerning the production of an anthrax allergen (an-
thraxin), commenced in 1956, with the aid of which under amply
practicable conditions it would be possible to demonstrate
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through the results of allergic skin tests the state of immuno-
logical reactivity to the anthrax antigen in patients, in per-
sons recovered from tI-e irfection or in immunized individuals.

In the present article are recorded some results of
immunological studies made during the period from 1956 to 1963
with the aid of various anthrax in preparations in experimental
animals as well as the results of the administration of anthraxin
preparations to persons vaccinated or re-vaccinated against an-
thrax and also to patients and persons recovered from the dis-
ease.

I. Brief Characterization of the Anthrax A.lergen-

Anthraxin Preparations

The various preparations of the anthrax allergen ob-
tained duIXing the above mentioned period of investigation can
be di .ded into 3 groups:

The first anthrax allergic preparation was proposed
by us in 1957 (Cvtorskoe svidetelstvo SSSR No. 113 171 with pri-
ority of April 10, 1957 137] ) and was used for the performance
of special experimental laboratory work. This was the native
anthrax allergen prepared according to the technique described
in previous publications (37-39). Obtainable from the edematous
fluid of guinea pigs and rabbits inocilated with the vaccinal
strains STI-l (N.N. Ginsburg) and TSenkovskii No. 2.

Afterwards the technique of producting the anthrax
allergen was improved. As a result of these investigations it
was possible to pass from the native allergen, obtainable in
small quantities only from the edema fluid, to the so-called
tissue anthraxin (or simply anthraxin) obtainable through ex-
traction of the active principle from the edematous tissues with
the aid of fluid extracting agents. The new technique rendered
it possible to use the anthraxin for public health purposes and
to commence the commercial production of the preparate (Avtorskoe
svid. SSSR No. 131 859 with priority of 28 November 1959 [40]).

The anthraxin which had been the subject of a large
scale epidemiological study by a commission in 1958-1959 (in-
vestigated were people vaccinated with the STI vaccine cutan-
eously, subcutaneously and with aerosols) was recommended as
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an officinal allergic preparate (allergen) for mass production
by the Vacciie and Serum Committee of the USSR Ministry of
Health and the Tarasevich State Control Listitute in February
1960.

Altogether during the period from June 1960-May 1962
more than 40 series of anthraxin were issued to various anti-
epidemic and curative establishments of the country for prac-
tical use in the current and retrospective diagnostic of the
disease (41-44) as well as for the determination of the immuno-
allergic reactivity of persons vaccinated and re-vaccinated
against anthrax (45-50).

Further investigations made jointly with S.A. Shvarts
indicated the possibility of obtaining a more active prepara-
tion of the anthrax allergen. As a result of investigations
made in 1961 a third preparation of anthraxinr was recommended.
called the chemical (tissue-free) anthraxLn (Avtorskoe svid.
SSR with priority of August 18, 1961). The chemical anthraxin*
was subjected to a preliminary investigation through labora-
tory exp -iments as well as through epidemiological investiga-
tions and, as a result of a favorable evaluation, was recommended
by the Vaccine and Serum Committee of the USSR Ministry of
Health and the Tarasevich State Control Institute for mass pro-
duction in June 1962. At present the chemical anthraxin is
used by the scientific-practical establishments of the USSR for
the same purposes as the tissue anthraxin.

Inasmuch as the fundamental physical, biological,
biochemical and immuno-chemical properties of the chemical an-
thraxin are dealt with in a separate article (see p. 97 [Rus-
sian text. Ed.] of the present volume), it is at present only
necessary to deal with some elements of the characteristics of
the tissue anthraxin.

a) Physico-chemical properties. The tissue anthraxin has the
appearance of a transparent

fluid with a golden hue. The preparate is thermnostable; heat-
ing at 90-990C for 30 minutes did not lower ihe activity of its
active principle.

In its ready state the tissue anthraxin contains at
an average about 225 mg % of nitrogen (mainly because of the
protein of the animal tissues); the share of residual nitrogen
amounted to 46 mni/, that of the protein nitrogen to about
180 mg %.

) The authors recognize the relative validity of the name
"chemical anthraxin."
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An analysis of the protein content of the tissue an-
thraxin with the aid of electrophoresis in the apparatus of
Tiselius (1 hour, veronal buffer of 0.12 M, pH 8.6, tempera-
ture + 200C, current 15 m A gave the following results of the
mean percentage of the albiains, alpha-, beta- and gamma-glob-
ulins: albumin - 55.95%, Flobulins: alpha - 10.8%, beta - 17.4%,
gamma - 15.85%. Similar results were obtained with the aid of
paper electrophoresis of the tissue anthraxin. Distinguishing
features '.f these results are some lowering of the alpha-globu-
lin coefficent, equalling 1.27, and mainly a marked increase of
the specific proportion of the beta-globulin fraction, exceed-
ing the norm 1.5 times.

It is noteworthy that the parameters uf the electro-
phoretic analysis are somewhat different from the sizes of the
protein fractions determined with the same method in the blood
of the inmunized rabbits fro.i the tissues of which the anthraxin
was prepared.

The preparations of tissue anthraxin gave positive
biuret, ninhydrine and precipitation reactions for protein; they
contained cyclic amino-acids (xanthoprotein, Million's and
Adamkieviez's reactions positive), serum-containing proteins,
histidine and arginine (diazo--reaction) and also the carbohy-
drate components of proteins (reaction of Moliseh).

The content in reducing substances, determined accord-
ing to the method of Hagedorn and Jensen, varied from 20 to 40 mg
% in different series of the preparation.

The preparations of the tissue anthraxin showed a neu-
tral or weakly alkaline reaction (pH 7.1-7.3); the pH underwent
practically no change during prolonged storage; likewise the bio-
leogical properties of the anthraxin remained unchangedý during
storage at a cold tempe rature (+4.oC and +100C) throughout a year
(limit of observation).

b) Serological properties. The tissue anthr~xin gave a precipi-
tEton reaction with commercially

produced anthrax precipitating serum (agar gel tests). One
noted one lii of precipitation in the case of dilutions of the
anthraxin of up to 1:40 or at higher dilutions. At the same
time the standard antigen for Ascoli's reaction (control) precip-
itated the serum in dilutions not exceeding 1:4-1:8.

This investigation was made in the Moscow Institute of Epi-

demiology and Microbiology by N. V. Kholchev to whonm the
thanks of the author are expressed.
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In double agar gel precipitation tests the tissue
anthraxin was not precipitated by commuercially produced thera-
peutic anthrax sern-in or its gamma-globulin fraction (kindly
furnished by A. V. Mashkov and V. P. Bodisko) and also not by
the therapeutic anthrax gamma-globulin of the Orlov Biofabrika.

c) Biological properties. The biolugical properties of the
tissue anthraxin were tested on guinea

pigs immunized (or hyperimnunized) against anthrax. The prepar-
ate was administered strictly into the skin on the flank of the
animals, which had been depilated on the day before. Diagnostic
account of the reaction was taken after 24 hours by measuring
two diameters of the hyperemic zone of the skin at the site of
injection (in amm) and determination of the thickening of the cut-
aneous layer (with a cutimeter) in comparison with the thickness
of the unaltered skin. The allergic test was considered as min-
imally pos!tive if the diameter of the hyperemnic zone exceeded 5
mm and the thickness of the cutaneous layer at the site of injec-
tion was double that of a normal portion of t'ae skin.

These parameters were also used for the standardiza-
tion of serially produced preparations of the tissue anthraxin.

After administration of the tissue anthraxin to an-
thrax patients, persons who had suffered from the disease or
had been immunized against the infection (in doses 3f 0.05-0.1
ml) one noted already within 6-10 hours the onset of a local
allergic inflammation which became maximal after 20-22 hours and
gradually disappeared within 48-50 hours without the appearance
of a local necrosis.

Accounts of the reaction were taken according to a
specially prepared scale.

II. Tests on Experimental Animals

Materials and Methods

Preparations of the anthrax allergen-anthraxin. The following
preparations of

the anthrax allergen were used in the animal experiments:

1) Native anthrax allergen of 25 experir,;ntal series obtained
through inoculation of guinea pigs or rabbits with STI anthrax
vaccine for animals prepared from the strain STI-1 or with the
2nd vaccine of TSenkovskii in accordance with the technique de-
cribed by Shliakov (37, 38) and designated by the numbers I-XXV.
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2) Tissue anthraxin. Tested were preparations of 7 experimental
series (Nos. XXVI-XXXII) obtained by processing the tissues of
rabbits k1K) or guinea pigs (M) inoculated with the STI vaccine
(S) or the second vaccine of TSenkovskii fTS) and also 48 com-
mercially produced series of tissue anthraxin (Nos. 1-48) ob-
tained - as noted above - from the tissue of rabbits immunized
with STI vaccine (Strain STI-l).

In earlier publications the experimental native anthrax
allergen and the tissue anthraxin were given the common name of
the "MIEMG allergen" (of the Moldavian Institute of Ep!demiology,
Microbiology and Hygiene).

3) Chemical (tissue-free) anthraxin. In the bVological tests
described below were used preparations of 10 experimental and
ten commercially produced series of the chemical anthraxin.

Experimental Animals

i) Guinea pigs of mixed breeding, weighing 300-600 g.
2) Rabbits weighing 1600 ± 500 g.
3) Sheep: 4-5 month old female lambs and female sheep more than

one year old kept in a herd on pasturage.
4) Macacus rhesus monkeys (tests made by N. S. Garin)

Immunization of the Animals against Anthrax

1) Guinea pigs were immunized subcutaneously

a) Once with STI vaccine for animals (Strain STI-l) or by ad-
ministration of 1, 10, 25 and 40 million of spores of Strain
STI-l in normal saline. The suspension of the vaccinal Strain
STI-l had been received from V. R. Arkhipova of the Tarasevich
State Control Institute.

b) A bacilli-free vaccine (antigen-filtrate prepared from
Strain STI-l on the synthetic medium No. 25 by G. V. Dunaev
(1962) and precipitated with potassium alut.inate. This vac-
cine was administered thrice in doses of 1, 2 and 3 ml with
intervals of 7 days (50).
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Aerosol immunization of guinea pigs was made with dry
fluid aerosol STI vaccines, as described by N. I. Aleksandrov
et al. (45,46).

Hyperimmunization of guinea Digs, effected in order
to increase the reliability of the immunity created by primary
vaccination, was performed by the supplementary administration
to animals initially immunized with STI vaccine (40 million
spores) 14-25 days after the first immunization doses of 1-1.2
million spores of TSenkovskii's second vaccine. Not immune con-
trol animals succumbed after admiristration of this dose of the
TSenkovskii vaccine within 72 hours after inoculaticn.

2) Rabbits were immunized with the oacilli-free vaccine (antigen-
-filtrate) of G.V. Dunaev twice in doses of 2 and 3 ml with an
interval of 7 days (50).

3) The sheep were immunized subcutaneously:

a) With the STI vaccine for animals once - the lambs in a
dose of 0.25 ml, the adult sheep in a dose of 0.3 ml; b)
once with the vaccine of the State Control Institute of Vet-
erinary Preparations in a dose of 0.3 ml for both lambs and
sheep.

11) The monkeys were immunized once with dry STI aerosol vaccine
in a dose of 25 million spores and tested with anthraxin by
N. S. Garin (51).

Treatment of Guinea Pigs with Streptomycin
in order to Study tie Influence of
Antibiotics on the Immunogenesis.

Chlorhydric streptomycin in a watery solution was given
ti. guinea pigs in a dose of 5,000 units per 100 g weight in two por-
tions @ 2,500 units daily in the morning and at midday.

Performance of Tests with the Anthraxin Preparations
and Evaluation of the Reactions

The preparations of anthraxin were administered to guinea pigs,
sheep and monkeys intracutaneously in 0.1 ml doses. Into the skin
of an opposite site (the flank of guinea pigs, the layer under the
tail in sheep 0.1 ml of a test-control fluid or normal saline were
administered. Rabbits received intracutaneous doses of 0.2 ml.
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Readings were taken 24 hours (in some cases also 48
hours) after adnunistration of the allergen. In the case of the
native and tissue anthraxias a coincidence of the minimal signs
served for the recognition of positive reactions: a hyperemic
zone at the site of injection with a diameter of more than 5 mm
and thickening of the skin amounting to not less than 2 times
the thickness of the normal skin. In the case of the chemical
anthraxin the minimal diameter of the hyperemic zone had to
reach 8 mm while the criterium of the thickening of the cutaneous
layer was identical with that noted above. Doubtful reactions
were considered as negative.

In a number of tests the positive reactions were grouped
according to their intensity into five categories designated by plus
signs from + to ÷+'Is in accordance with increases of the degree
of the ftmdamental signs of reaction, the hyperemia and the thick-
ening of the skin.

In the case of tests in groups of animals, besides an
evaluation of the dimensions of the positive (or negative) reac-
tions, account was taken also of their intensity (in %) accord-
ing to a formula proposed by us (47).

The trustworthiness of the various statistical data was
ascertained with the aid of calculations of the magnitude t accord-
ing to the formula

t P1 - P2
t .

ý M2 + M2

in which P1 = Percentage of positive reactions: P2 = Percentage of
negative reactions; m = Mean deviation of percentual indices de-
termined according to the formula

3M P1 P2. ,
n

in which n = Number of observations (minus 1 in the case of small
samples).
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The significance of the differences of the percentual
indicators in two tests was ascertained also wit•' the aid of
magnitude t according to the formula

Pi - P2

in which P1 , the major indicator, P2 - the minor indicator,
m1 and m2 the mean deviation of the corresponding percentual
indicators.

The calculated magnitudes t were compared with their
tabulated (theoretical) value according to the assessment of
the level of significance of indicators by Student (52-54).

Control Infection of Experimental Animals

Investigations of the intensity of the immunity against
anth-ax were made: 1) Through administration to animals of spore
suspensions of the TSenkovskii Vaccine No. 2 (commercially pro-
duced) or of suspensions of the variant 71/12 of this vaccine
obtained from V. R. Arkhipova. Counts of the spores were made
either according to the turbidity standard of the GKI (Standard
No. 10 - 80-83 million spores per ml) or with the aid of direct
counts in the chamber of Goriaev (55). The DCL of the inocula
was titrated preliminarily in guinea pigs weighing 400-600 g;
2) Control infection of animals with the spores of virulent an-
thrax cultures, the DCL of which had been determined prelimi-
narily in the same manner.

Results of the Investigations

Tests in Guinea Pigs

The majority of the biological tests with the anthraxin
preparations was made in guinea pigs. This animal is highly sus-
ceptible to anthrax though somewhat less so than sheep (56).
Moreover, according to the generally acceFted opinion, reached
by numerous studies of the tuberculins, bruiellin, tularin, pes-
tin, pestallergen, etc. The guinea pig is the "animal of choice"
for the specific aim of our work - the study of the allergic
transformation of the body.
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The general laws underlying the appearance of ailergic
reactions to anthraxin preparations in relation to thz times and
methods of immunization and to the kind of vaccLnes used has been
studied with the aid of serial ard continuous tests on guinea pigs.
Moreover, studies were made also on these animals regarding the
sensitizing properties of the antjiraxin preparations, the correla-
tion between the alternative indicators of the allergic reactions
and tne actual degree of protection (or the lack of protection) of
the animals against lethal doses of anthrax bacilli, the influence
of antibiotics 3n the post-vaccinal immunogenesis and the influ-
ence exerted by this factor on the indicators of the allergic re-
actions.

Immuno-Allergic Reactivity of Guinea Pigs Iroculated with
Different Vaccines and with the Aid of Different

Methods of Immunization

In Table 1 are shown the results of a study of the native
anthrax allergen in guinea pigs immunized once with the STI vaccine
(Strain STI-l). Stud•ied were the native allergen obtained from
guinea pigs (M) or rabbits (K) immunized with the STI vaccine (S)
or the TSenkovskii Vaccine No. 2 (TS).

Table 1

Study of the Native Anthrax Allergen in Guinea Pigs Once
Immunized with the STI Vaccine

Kind of Days after Vaccination
Allergen 10-13 14-30 31-60 61.-180 Total

M TC - 3/4 8/8 11/15 22/27
M S 4/5 4/4 22/24 13/14 43/47
K S - 9/10 13/15 6/6 28/31

Totals 4/5 16/18 43/47 30/35 93/105

Remark: Numberator = Number of positive reactions;
Denominator = Number of tests.

As shown by the data of this table, the allergen obtained
with the aid of STI Vaccine (K S, M S) gave better results after
longer intervals after the vaccination of the guinea pigs (later
than 60 days) then the allergen prepared with the aid of the
TSenkovskii Va2cine No. 2 (M TS). On the whole, after all inter-
vals after the vaccination (10 to 180 days) the use of the native
anthrax allergen yielded positive results in 93 out of 105 tests
(88.59).
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Table 2

Study of the Native Anthrax Allergen in Guinea Pigs
Subcutaneously Hyperimmunized with the

TSenkovskii Vaccine No. 2

Kind of Days after Vaccination
Allergen 10-13 14-30 31-60 181-240 241 and more Total

M S 1/2 14/16 2/2 - - 17/20
K S 2/2 10/10 - 4/4 2/3 18/19

Totals 3/4 24/26 2/2 4/4 2/3 35/39

Remark: See Table 1.

Repeating the investigations with native anthrax
antigen on hyperimmunized guinea pigs (Table 2) results were
obtained pointing to an increased activity of the allergic pre-
parations manufactured from the edematous fluid of rabbits
(18 positives in 19 tests, including those made even 8 months
after the hyperimmunization). On the whole the allergic rests
on hyperimmunized guinea pigs were positive after intervals
from 10 to 241 or more days after hyperinmnunization in 35 out
of 39 instances (90%).

Series of tests with experimental tissue anthraxin
showed its high bioilogical activity, bringing about within 8
months after the hyperimmunization a large number of positive
reactions (T;Ale 3).

Table 3

Study of the Experimental Tissue Anthraxin in Guinea
Pigs Subcutaneously Hyperimmunized with the

TSenkovskii Vaccine No. 2

Kind of Days after Hyperimmunization
Allergen 10-180 181-240 241 and more Total

M S 12/12 - - 12/12

K S 4/4 5/5 2/3 11/12

Totals 16/16 5/5 2/3 23/24

Remark: See Table 1.
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For a final choice of the animals and the kind of vac-
cine necessary for the serial production of the tissue vaccine
of substantial importance were tests purporting to verify the
specificity of various experimental series of the native aller-
gen and the tissue anthraxin made in normal (not immune, fresh)
guinea pigs.

Table 4

Study of Experimental Series of the Native Anthrax
Allergen and the Tissue Anthraxin in Normal

(Not Immune) Guinea Pigs

Kind of Allergen No. of Animals Results Index of Posi-
(Anthraxin) Tested Negative Positive tive Reactions

Native - M TS 20 18 2 1:10
Native - M S 73 72 1 0.13: 10
Native - K S 58 58 0 0
Tissue - M S 12 12 0 0
Tissue - K S 26 26 0 0

Total 189

These tests showed that under otherwise equal conditions
the highest specificity was shown by the preparations obtained with
the aid of STI Vaccine (Strain STI-l). Concerning the animals for
the production a consideration of the figures (and consequently of
the yield of thie raw material) as well as the satisfactory indices
of the specificity led us to the choice of rabbits. Thus the ex-
perimental t.ssue vaccine "K S" became the prototype of the ser-
ially produced tissue anthraxins.

The specificity of the native anthrax allergen has been
studied formerly in series of guinea pigs immunized with BCG, bru-
cellosis, tularemia and STI vaccines and has been found practically
high (38).

Studies on the aerosol vaccination of guinea pigs with
STI vaccine, conducted in another laboratory by N. I. Aleksandrov,
N. E. Gefen, N. S. Garin and K. G. Gapochko showed that with the
aid of the tissue anthraxin one could observe a definite activity
of the allergic response in vaccinated animals and could evaluate
the comparative immuno-allergic reactivity of the animals to the
administration of dry and fluid anthrax aerosol vaccines.
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Table 5

Study of Tissue Anthraxin in Guinea Pijs IImmunized
with STI Aerosol Vaccine

Doses of the Aerosol
Vaccine Million Live
Spores and Kind of Days after Immunization

Vaccine 10 15 30 60 90 Total

0.47 (dry) 3/6 - 2/5 1/4 2/5 8/20
2.12 (dry) 4/4 - 3/5 2/4 2/6 11/19

20.0 (dry) 4/4 - 10/15 2/4 2/6 18/29
0.088 (fluid) - 5/5 3/3 - - 8/8
0.128 (fluid) - 5/5 3/3 - - 8/8

Totals 11/14 10/10 21/3 5/12 6/17 53/84

Remark: See Table 1.

The native anthrax allergen, prepared according to
our method, was studied by G. B. Dunaev in a group of guinea
pigs immunized with experimental bacilli-free anthrax Vaccine
No. 25.

Tested were 16 guinea pigs, 8 immunized with the
bacilli-free vaccine and 8 not immunized animals (controls).
The allergic tests were made 75 days after the vaccination.
Results were as follows:

Table 6

Allergic ReactionE3 in Guinea Pigs Immunized with
Bacill i-free Vaccine

Group of Animals Negative Weakly Positive Positive Total

Immunized 0 0 8 8
Controls 8 0 0 8

As shown by this table, one observed in the immunized
animals clear results of the cutaneous allergic tests with na-
tive anthrax allergen in contrast to the control animals in
which the results were negative.
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In another series of tests serially produced prepara-
tions of tissue anthraxin were used. These products were tested
on hyperimmune guinea pigs according to the "Temporary Instruc-
tion of the Control of the Anthrax Allergen 'Anthraxin' and Its
Control Fluid," confirmed by the Taraseuich State Control Insti-
tute(GKI) on February 20, 1960.

Inserted below is a table summarizing the results of
tests with 48 series of this preparation on guinea pigs, includ-
ing the results of experiments conducted in April 1961 by a corn-
mission in the GKI

Table 7

Results of Tests with the Series 1-48 of Tissue
Anthraxin on Hvperimmunized Guinea Pj•s

and Not Immunized Animals

Days after Hyperimmunization
4-13 14-30 31-60 61-90 Total

Examined in the
Moldavian IEMG:

Vaccinated 32/36 77/78 33/33 20/20 162/167
Controls 0/169

Examined by a
commission in
the GKI:

Vaccinated - 39/39 - - 39/39
Controls 0/32

Total (407)
tests):
Vaccinated 32/36 116/117 33/33 20/20 201/206

Percentage of posi-
tive reactions 89.0 99.1 100.0 100.0 97.5

Controls 0/201

Remark: See Table 1.

The results of these test can be considered as fully
satisfactory, permitting a high evaluation of the biological
activity of the tissue anthraxin administered to hyperimmunized
guinea pigs at different intervals after hyperimmunization.
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In 1962 the issue of serially produced chemical
anthraxdn was started. Preliminary tests, made during the
period of developing the technique of the serial production,
showed, besides the possibility of a maximal simplification-
of the process of preparation, good biological properties of
this new variant of anthraxin (see p. 97 [Russian text-Ed.]
of the present publication).

These investigations as well as parallel control
tests made with experimental samples of the chemical anthraxin
in the Department of Specially Dangerous Infections of the
Tarasevich GKI (R. A. Slatykov and V. R. Arkhipova) indicated
the possibility of giving up the more tediou, method of hyper-
immunizing the test animals. It was found quite possible to
test the biological activity of the series of the chemical
anthraxin solely in initially (once) immunized animals vac-
cinated with the STI -1 strain.

Tests were made in separate groups of once vaccin-
ated guinea pigs to which at different intervals after the
immunization serially produced chemical anthraxin was admin-
istered.

Table 8

Results of kin Tests with Series of the Chemical
Anthraxin in Guinea Pigs Immunized Once with

STI Vaccine (10-40 million Spores) and
in Not Immune Animals

DIays after Immunization
Groups of Animals 2 5 7 9 14-18 30 60

Immunized 1/46 7/24 27/50 10/12 121/124 13/17 9/10
Percentage of
positive reactions 2.2 29.2 54.0 83.3 97.5 76.4 90.0

Level of significance
of the indices <0.01 <0.01 >0.1 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Not immunized 0/85

Indices of positive
reactions at a level
of significance of
0.05 0-14%

Remark: See Table 1
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The results of these tests, showing a definite dynamni
of the appearance of positive allergic reactions in relatiwi to
the intervals after immunization, are similar in principle to
the data obtained in once vaccinated animals tested with the aid
of the native anthrax allergen (Table 1).

Dependence of the indices of the skin tests upon the size of the
immunizing dose of the vaecine. Separate groups of guinea pigs
were immunized once with two doses of the STI vaccine - 40 mil-
lion and 1 million spores. At different intervals after the im-
munization separate groups of each series were tests with seri-
ally produced chemical anthraxin ,of one and the same series.

The data of Table 9 (the indices of Group I are partly
the same as in Table 8) are in favor of a substantial difference
between the indices of positive anthraxin tests in relation to
the vaccine doses. At the same time one can n,,te a marked posi-
tive relation between the size of the vaccine dose and the in-
tensity of the positive reactions to the anthraxin in each group
and also in the dynamic of the process.

Relation between the results of skin tests with anthraxin prepara-
tions an I the specific protection.. It was of undoubted interest
to determine the "biological trustworthiness" of positive skin
tests with anthraxin (commercially produces series of tissue dnd
chemical anthraxin) in guinea pigs vaccinated mnce subcutaneously
with the STI vaccine or hyperinmnmiized additionally with the 2nd
vaccine of TSenkovskii and infected at the time of reading the
results with anthrax bacilli (Table i0).

Table 9

Indices of the Skin Tests with Chemical Anthraxin in
Guinea Pigs Once Vaccinated with Different Doses

of the Live STI Vaccine

Group of Days after Vaccination
Animals 2 5 7 14-18 30 60 115

Immunized with 40
million spores 1/46 7/24 27/50 88/91 13/17 9/10 7/18

Percentage of posi-
tive reactions 2.2 29.2 54.0 96.7 76.4 90.0 39.0

Level of signifiance
of the indices < 0.01 < 0.01 >0.1 <.0.01 <0.01 < 0.01 <0.1

(Table continued..
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Group of Days After Vaccination
Animals 2 5 7 14-18 30 60 115

Immunized with
I million spores 0/42 0/24 3/45 5/22 3/14 3/11 1/12

Percentage of
positive reactions 0 0 6.31 22.7 21.5 27.2 8.3

Level of significance
of the indices -0.01 <0.01<0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01

Analyzing the data of Table 10 one can note that out of
75 vaccinated animals tested positive skin-allergic tests were
given by 69 (92 %)

Out of the ,ositively reacting guinea pigs 61 or 88.5%
survived control infection. Still, the data of the table show
also that aftcr: the use of infecting doses ranging from 1 to
35 DCL the percentage of surviving positively reacting animals
increased to 98 (1 death among 49 vaccinated and positively
reacting animals), whereas after infection with 50-150 DCL out

of 20 positively reacting animals only 13 survived. Thus one
may conclude that thc positive result of skin tests with an-
thraxin can serve as a criterium of t~le protection probably
afforded to the animals after infection with doses of the an-
thrax bacillus within the range of the certainly lethal doses
(DCL).

Table 10 2.

Results of Skin Tests with Anthraxin and Survival
Rate of Guinea Pigs after Infection with

Lethal Doses of Anthrax Bacilli

Results of
Anthraxin Infection 4.

No, of Times of Tests Dose Survived
Group Vaccination Immilized Controls (LCL) Immniz ed Controls

i Once 15/17 0/21 1 14 0 5.

2 Hyperinmnun. 7/8 0/8 5 7 0
3 Hyperimmnvui. 6/6 0/6 10 6 0
4 Hyperimmiun, 6/7 0/7 20 6 0
5 Once 8/9 0/6 35 8 0
6 l}yperinmun. 7/7 0/6 35 7 0
7 Hyperinwnun. 3/6 0/6 50 3 0
8 Hyperimmun. 12/12 0/13 75 10 0
9 Hyperinmmun. 3/3 0/3 150 0 0

Remark: Nuilera t ,t = Pr(-,itively reacting; D'n(rmiiiitotr = No. tested.
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Succumbed Time of Death of Succumbed Animals (Hours)
Immunized Controls 36 37-48 49-72 73-96 5-7 Days

I 2* + I** 21 10 8 2 2* + 1 I**
2 1* 8 - 6 I*+2 - -

3 0 6 4 2 - - -

4 IW 7 1*+7 ....
5 1* 6 4 2 - !* -

6 0 6 6 ....
7 1*+2** 6 6 1"+2"* - - -

8 2** 13 l**+13 - -

9 3** 3 3 - l** l**

Vaccinated animals giving negative results in anthraxin
tests.

) = Vaccinated animals giving positive results in anthraxin
tests.

Table Ii

Anthraxin Tests

Negative or Infection
Groups of Animals Doubtful Positive Survived Died Remarks

I. Streptomycin given
24 hours before
vaccination 9 0 0 9

2. Streptomycin given The positively reac-
simultaneously ting animals survived
with the vaccine 5 3 3 5

3. Streptomycin given
one day after the
vaccination 3 6 6 3 Dto.

4. Streptomycin given All positively reac-
48 hours after the tin. and one nega-
vaccination 2 7 8 1 tively reacting

guinea pigs survived
5. Steptomycin given One doubtfully rea•-

120 hours after the ting and all posi-
vaccination 2 7 8 1 tively reacting

animals survived
6. Vaccinated but not All positively rea-

given streptomycin 2 7 8 l ting and one doubt-
fully reacting animal
survived

7. Not vaccinated 6 0 0 6
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Sensitizing properties of the anthrax allergens. Since the
fundamental tests concerning the biological action of the an-
thrax preparations were made in guinea pigs, it was important
to study their sensitizing properties in the case of this
species of animals.

Grc
For this purpose series of tests were made in nor-

mal .ot immunized guinea pigs (for the detection of unspe-
Lsic manifestations of skin allergy) and in immunized ani-
mals (fo.' the presence of anaphylactic manifestations).

Influence of a specific antibiotic on the indices of the al-
lergiv reactions with anthraxin. Chlorhydric streptomycin
was administered to guinea pigs one day before subcutaneous
immunization with the STI vaccine, simultaneously with it
and 24, 48 and 120 hours after the vaccination. One group
was vaccinated without additional administratien uZ strepto-
mycin (control of the anthraxin), another was not immunized
(control of the infecting dose).

On the 9th day after the administration of the STI
vaccine skin tests with tissue anthraxin were made on all
guinea pigs under test and 24 hours after reading of the re-
sults all animals were injected subcutaneously with 35 DCL
of TSenkovskii Vaccine No. 2.

Results of these investigations (see Table 11) in-
dicate that administration of streptomycin before or simul-
taneously with the vaccine leads to an interruption of the
immunogenesis or its marked weakening. This is shown quite
clearly by the anthraxin tests and the biological tests to
ascertain the survival rate after lethal infection.

Streptomycin administration following the vaccina-
tion exerts a diminishing negative influence on the immuno-
genesis in proportion to the length of the interval after
the immunization; this is also clearly shown by the results
of the anthraxin tests and of the animal experiments to de-
termine the resistance to infection with virulent anthrax
bacilli.
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Table 12

Ist Series(Start) 2nd Seties

No. of
Guinea Product Interval Product Interval

Grou p Pis Given Result (Days Given Result (Days

695 KS - i0 ... ... 11
694 KS - 10 MS +4++ 11
696 KS - 10 MS ++++ 11
693 KS - 10 ... ... 11
687 KS - I0 MS .+. 11
686 KS - 10 ..... 11
691 KS - 10 MS ++ 11
698 KS - 10 MS ++ 11
704 KS - 10 MS ++ 11
701 KS - 10 MS +++ 11

Total 0/10 7/7

3rd Series

Product Product Product Interval
Given Result Given Result Given Result (Days

695 ... ...... ... ... ... 12
694 ... ... ... ... ... ... 12
696 KS +++ NK ++ NS - 12
693 ... ....... ... ... 12
687 KS ++++ NK ++ NS - 12686 ..... ... ... ... ... 12
691 ............... 12
698 KS ++ K++ NS -12
704 KS ++++ NK ... NS -12
701 KS ++++ NK ++ NS - 12

Total 5/5 5/5 0/5
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Table 12 cont.

4th Series

Product Product
Given Result Given Result

695 ............
694 ...

696 MS + NM +
693 ..........
687 ...
686 MS ++ NM -

691 MS + NM -

698 ...
704 .........
701 MS + NM +

Total 4/4 2/4

1st Series (Start) 2nd Series

No. of
Guinea Product Interval Product Interval

Group E Given Result (Days) Given Result (Days

703 MS - 10 MS - 11
697 MS - A0 MS +++ 11
689 MS - 10 9 4-+ 11

2 699 MS - 10 MS +++ 11
692 MS - 10 MS - 11
685 MS - 10 MS ++ 11
702 MS - 10 MS - 11
700 MS - 10 MS + 11
688 MS - 10 MS ++ 11
690 MS - 10 MS +++ 11

Total 0/10 7/10
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Table 12 cont.

3rd Series

Product Product Product Interval
Given Result Given Result Given Result (Dapys

703 ............... 12
697 MS ++ NM - NS - 12
689 MS ++ NM - NS - 12
699 .......... 12
692 MS - NM - NS - 12
685 ... ... .......... 12
702 ................ 12
700 ................ 12
688 MS ++ NM - NS - 12
690 MS +++ NM - NS - 12

Total 4/5 0/5 0/5

4th Series

Product Product
Given Result Given Result

703 .........
697 MS - NM
689 MS + NM +
699 MS ++ NM
692 MS - NM
685 MS - NM
702
700 MS -
688 MS + NM
690 ...

Total 3/7 1/7
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Table 12 concluded

Explanation of symbols:

MS =Anthrax antigen from the edematous fluid of guinea
pigs, inouculated with the strain STI-l

KS = Dto. from rabbits

NK = Normal rabbit serum

NM = Normal guinea pig serum

NS = Normal saline

Numerator = Number of positive local reactions

Denominator = Number of tests made

... =Animals not examined

- - Test negative.

The investigations of the allergizing propertie:s
(sensitizing the skin) of the native anthrax allergen were

made in 20 normal guinea pigs, out of which 10 were given a
native allergen of the type "KS" (prepared from the edematous
fluid of rabbits inoculated with a vaccine prepared from
Strain STI-l) and the other 10 a native allergen of the type
"MS" (edematous fluid from guinea pigs inoculated with Strain
STI-l). After 10 days both groups of animals were given the
native allergen "MS"; after 11 further days the animals of
the first group were given once more the allergen "KS",
those of the second group the allergen "MWil and after the
following 12 days the native allergen "MS" was used for both
groups. The reactions were read 214 hours after the admin.-
istration of the allergen and were evaluated according to a
one to five plus scale (see the section Materials and
Methods . At the same time in the 3rd and 4th series of tests
the anir Is were given additionally intracutaneous injections
of normal rabbit and guinea pig sera as well as normal saline
in the same doses(0.1 ml) as the allergens. In all cases
the repeated injections were made at new sites.
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